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A QUOTATION FROM FRANCIS THOMPSON
"The Kingdom of God"
"In No Strange Land"
world, invisible, we view thee,
world intangible, we touch thee,
world unknowable, we know thee,
Inapprehensible, we clutch thee.
Does the fish so^r to find the ocean,
The eagle plunge to find the air--
That we ask of the stars in motion
If they have rumor of thee there?
Not where the wheeling systems darken,
And our benumbed conceiving soars !--
The drift of pinicns, would we hearken,
Beats at our own clay-shuttered doors.
The angels keep their ancient places:--
Turn but a stone, and start a wing
!
•Tis ye, 'tis you're estranged faces,
That miss the many-splendoured thing.
But (when so S8d thou canst not sadder)
Cry:-- and upon thy so sore loss
Shall shine the traffic of Jacob's ladder
Pitched between Heaven and Charing Cross.
t
Yea, in the night, my Soul, my daught
Cry, - clinging Heaven by the hems;
find lo, Christ walking on the water
Not of Gennesareth, but Thames."

INTRODUCTION
This thesis is a study in the mystical tendencies
revealed in the Catholic poetry of several English poets
of recent times. It will attempt to trace some of the
elements of Modern English Catholic poetry which grew out
of the Revival of Catholicism in the latter part of the
19th century. The consideration of the poetry of Francis
Thompson will lead into a consideration of some of the
representative Catholic poets whose works are basically
mystical In character.
Many poets will not be considered because (1) their
works fail to meet several rather arbitrary criteria
which the student has set up. (2) Their work is Catholic
j_n nature but Protestant in source and influence. The
poets since Thompson have been legion. A careful reading
of the representative poets of the period from ^proxi-
mately 1900 to the present, has shown various tendencies
which have manifested themselves in the religious poetry
of the Catholic poets of England. From those poets I
have selected the following as worthy of consideration:
Alice Mevnell, Joseph Plunkett, Thomas MacDonagh. Other
poets will be considered as the thesis progresses.
There is much confusion relative to the meaning of
the term Mysticism. A rather wide reading of books on
the subject has revealed considerable diversity of opinion

regarding the connotation of the term. Some writers are
willing to assign any vague, nebulous poem to the cate-
gory of Mysticism. Others attempt to confine the mystic
to definite n ines of restrictive connotation which are
invariable in their rigidity. In this study we shall
attempt to confine our understanding of Mysticism to
certain elements which have been gathered from the
writings of various authorities and fused into a workable
definition. We shall find it desirable to differentiate
between the rather vague, nebulous mystery of the poetry
of William Butler Yeats and the clear, definite expression
of mystical vision as sung by Francis Thompson, the "poet
of earth and Heaven".
The thesis will consider certain tendencies in the
field of English mysticism, the conditions which preceded
the appearance of Francis Thompson; Francis Thompson and
the chief elements of his mysticism; tendencies in English
Catholic poetry since the early part of the twentieth
century. There will be definite conclusions drawn as to
the general standing of Francis Thompson among other
great Catholic mystical poets; and the rise or decline
of Catholic mystical poetry since his time.

Chapter I.
THE GENERAL NATURE OF MYSTICISM
As one begins a study of such a topic as "Mysticism'*
in Recent Catholic English Poetry" he finds himself con-
fronted with the task of clearing his pathway of certain
terrrs which might veil render further understanding of
his view point impossible, and cause his conclusions to
be drawn from fallacious premises. Two terms in particul
seem to demand explanation before we can proceed further
with our study; the term "Catholic and the term "Mystical
Both terms have been the subject of considerable contro-
versy and mis-interpretation. Lest we be subjected to
justifiable censure we shall proceed to draw up explan-
ations which r'ill hold true under a majority of cases
and upon whose interpretations the conclusions reached
in this thesis will be based.
By "Catholicism" we mean the spirit which has been
the "broad, traditionally Christiam outlook upon life
which through many centuries moulded European society
into all but its ultra-modern form". It has been respon-
sible for the fusion of religion with life and art. It
has occasioned the building of the great cathedrals as
well as the composition of the great music that has
turned man tov/ard the creator of hi s existence.
Catholicism includes the dependence of the individua
soul upon revealed dogma and the authority of the church

as a determiner of the authenticity of religious belief.
Through the use of ritual and ceremony the sacramental
system is represented as "inward Grace", the constant
presence of God. Through the centuries that have passed
since the founding of that faith, it has remained broad
^nd tolerant in principle despite the stigma which indiv-
iduals have cast upon it. By principles inclusive enough
to embrace all comers it has remained a potent force in
the religious life of mankind.
The word "Mysticism" is capable of many definitions.
The Encyclopedia Brittanica gives the following: "Mystic-
ism appears in connection with the endeavor of the human
mind to grasp the divine essence of the Ultimate reality
of things and to er * joy the blessedness of communion with
the Highest". In our study we a re concerned with the
latter manifestation of the myst ical--religious aspect.
The early Christians adopted the spirit as well as
the name. T i the mystic today we see one who is initi-
ated, one who ha s come into communion with his God.
A survey of the writings of many mystical wr iters
has yielded a rich return. Singularly enough, the most
lucid explanations have come from the pens of those who
made no pretensions of being mystics. The most notable
example of an exception to that statement may be seen in
Evelyn Underhill, a Protestant mystical writer and theo-

sophist, who has writ-ten several scholarly as well as
pertinent books dealing With the mystic process and its
various manifestations. Not the least interesting part
of the consideration has "been the points of disagreement
which have been found. Curiously enough, sufficient
correspondence in the elements cf the mystical process
as described by the various writers has been fomnd to
justify the establishment of criteria for true religious
mysticism.
One of the most persistent charges against Mysticism
has been that it is vague and undefinable. If we can de-
fine Mysticism in a concise, definite manner we shall
refute that charge. In the first place the mystic "sees"
with extraordinary clearness. His vision sees beyond the
rather uncertain realities which surround him. There is
nothing Testifying or occult about his vision. At the
time his vision becomes clouded, he has either fallen
short of the vision or has been experiencing the night of
darkness which precedes the final union with the great
Reality.
Louismet in a recent book gives what he considers the
truly Catholic traditional consideration of the Mystic as
ore "who places the essence of mystical life in the secret
intercourse of a fervent soul with God". * He summons a
long list of mystics ranging from Dionysius the Areopagite
• "Mysticism—True and False"

to Saint John of the Cross in defense of his definition.
The secret intercourse of which he speaks is intensified
by the clarity with w^ich the subject experiences it.
Evelyn Underhill gives the following explanation:
"Mysticism according to its historical nd psychological
definition is the direct intuition or experience of Gad ;
and a mystic is a person who has to a great or less degre
e
had such a direct experience".
We note the immediacy of the mystic's experience.
His knowledge is first-hand from God and Christ who are
not merely objects of belief but living f°cts experimen-
tally known at first hand.
"The mystic knows by practical experience, Eternal
Life, though it may be obscured by the shadows of the
seen and the temporal. He knows something, at any rate,
of the divine meaning which underlies all natural phenom-
ena and mundane experiences. His soul, its needs and as-
pirations, are as real to him and as clamant as his body."
The mystic comes into direct union with the object of his
religious belief. For him there is a certainty of the
immanence and omnipotence of God. His religious life is
colored by the sense of his possible spiritual union with
God through meditation upon him, and surrender to his will
The mystic is the artist of the spiritual life. He
must both understand and feel, or his mysticism has no
certain truth. His vision will be clear only to that de-

gree in which he experiences and endeavors to understand.
The mystic must possess a certain ability or gift which
Benson has chosen to call "the gift of divine intuition".
By means of this gift the mystic looks upon things objec-
tively real, yet unperceived by others, and is cognizant
of certain elements and signif igances which are not plainly
discernible to the ordinary man. Looking beyond nature
and revealed dogma, he sees depths in them which the school
man classifies, and in whose presence the devout find ma-
terial for beauty and meaning. He sees their correlation
and their self-evidence, and believes, not only because he
hears, but because to some extent he also sees and handles.
A.s we consider the mystic's vision we note how his life
becomes an adaptation to his response to the demands of
his conscious communion with God. This communion cores
clearly and distinctly with no distortion or fogged In-
tel"1 i^ence
.
The seer's intelligence is at highest pitch at the
moment of vision. However, the mystic is not governed by
his Intellect entirely. "Vhile recognizing the function
of the intellect, he sees a supreme reason--a reality that
springs from the emotions, and from them received some of
his most powerful impetuses.
In "The Varieties of Religious Experiences", William
James enumerates four qualities which he considers as
attendant upon the mystical experience--"ineffability" or

transcending expression, "potency", " transcienc: 7 " or
brevity of duration and "lasting passivity" coming from
a source which does the greater part of the acting.
We have seen that the mystic's vision is clear and
undistorted. Furthermore, that which he sees becomes an
eternal reality which permeates his life. With him, Mys-
ticism is not the goal; it is the way. In so far as he
is able to permit himself to be permeated with the presence
of God, he becomes a partaker of God's nature flowing in
and around him.
The true mystic is an active force in bis own time.
He is not a reclu shut entirely from the world. Many
of the greatest mystics of the history of religion engaged
actively in serving their fellowmen. The giving of alms,
kindness to animals, healing the sick and injured people
were not contrary to the mystic's tenets. They served as
means of strengthening the bond which existed between the
aspirant and the object of bis devotion. Any mysticism
which withdraws into itself entirely is not true mysticism.
It may bear the name but fail entirely in the spirit.
Many great mystics have been poets. Their mysticism
has manifested itself through the channel of some poetical
cortribution to the furtherance of life of the spirit.
The ability to give to the world the song or poem which
the vision may have occasioned is sufficient to justify
the richness and grandeur of the symbolism and imagery
•
made use of by the mystics. The symbolism of the Catho-
lic ritual and liturgy, as well as the simple ceremonial
which attends the passing of day into night, followed by
the emergence of the new day from the darkness and the
evil of the night before, becomes material for the expres-
sion of the Catholic mystic.
It is often true that the mystic's symbols fail to do
justice to the intense experience which he ha s undergone;
-
no bare symbol can hope to reclothes in living flesh the
rapture of the mystic in communion with his God. Any sym-
bol or image would be but a weak approximation of the true
reality. Thompson was constantly harassed by the feeling
that his symbolism was failing to represent his spiritual
vision. His ability of seeing the reality behind the
every-day and the permanent behind the fluctuating was de-
pendent upon the uncertain medium of letters and symbols
which could but inadequately partake of the nature of the
reality which they were striving to reflect.
Any mystification of vision or blurred consciousness
of spiritual realities would entirely negate the verity of
the truth which has shone clearly through the history
of the church. The intense certainty of purpose and at-
tainment would render invalid any contention that the true
mystic is a victim of hallucinations and aberrative visions
The appearances and une-.rthly visitations which character-
ized the religious ascetism of the medieval churchmen has

no place in true religious mysticism.
Evelyn Underfill 1 in a scholarly and authorative
book, "Mysticism", has described the creative rystic
and his use of symbolism as an expression of the great
reality which he has come to know. She hs s divided the
mystics into three groups:
(1) "Those who conceive of the Perfect as a beautiful
vision exterior to them and very far off, who finding in
the doctrine of Emanations something which answers to their
inwar^ experience, will feel the process of their entrance
into the spiritual world--For them the soul is outward
bound toward its home." This type of mystical conscious
bears the rather arbitrary title of "The Mystic Quest".
(2) "Those for whom mysticism is, above all things,
an intimate and personal relation, the satisfaction of a
deep desire- This group of mystics make use of imagery
drawn largely from the language of earthly passion, ^his
classification is called "The Marriage of the Soul".
(3) "Those who are conscious of the Divine '".'ork of
God as a Transcendent Life, immanent in the Spiritual
^orld r-nd the self, and of a strange spiritual seed within
them by whose development, man, moving to higher levels
of character and consciousness, attains his end, will see
the mystic life as involving inward change rather than
outgoing search. Regeneration is their watchword and the '
will choose symbols of growth or transmutation." This

type of consciousness bears the title of "The great work
of the Spiritual Alchemist" .#
Practically all of Thompson 1 s poetry makes use of
the symbolism drawn from both the first two sources, with
the first predominating. His mystical expression involves
the reaching out for the final purpose , of union with God.
Even the symbolism of "The Hound of Heaven" involves the
"quest" motive in its converse form. It is God who is
searching out the human soul; there is definite and swift
action. The soul does not wait for any passive union with
God. The union is achieved only after a hard, conscious
struggle. Herein lies one of the chief differences between
the doctrine of Catholic Mysticism and certain quietism
doctrines: the quietist have taught that the exercise of
man's faculty in prayer could receive its highest expres-
sion only through complete passive repose, while the Cath-
olic Mystics teach that there must be tense effort on the
part of the will. Only through a very definitely positive
adherence to God can the supreme "repose" of the soul be
found
.
The true mystic recognizes that his experience at
its highest point cannot be entirely expressed. It con-
sists of pure feelirg which carrot be satisfactorily
translated into any art form. Any symbolic medium, be
it ever so exact, can never reproduce a purely subjective
experience. All the poet can hope to do is to approximate
* "Mysticism"

as nearly as possible his emotional experience. In so
far as he is able to interpret his vision in a reason-
ably clarified manner he is a mystic. His failure to
see clearly his vision invalidates his claim of being a
true mystic.
Evelyn Underhill stresses the fact that nearly all
of the great mystics have been creative artists as well
as great religious spirits. The driving forces of the
mystical consciousness are not dissimilar fro^ these of
the ordinary artist. The mystic re-creates an experience.
His ability to portray faithfully the truth which he
wishes to reveal is dependent upon the intensity of his
desire to be worthy of the love which the object of his
search bestows upon him. Not only does the mystic
crave the love which radiates from his works, but he
also yearns to share in the radiance which is shed by
the Divinity. He does not doubt that God is a fact— not
a mere object of belief. Saint Augustine expressed the
true desire of the mystic wher he said: "My life shall be
a real life, being wholly full of Thee."
The true mystic is not a recluse, ^ile he often
finds it necessary to embody a certain degree of aloofness
in order to -maintain the integrity of his vision, yet in
spirit he must remain close to the heart of the world
around him. Just as one cannot conceive of an austere, sel
«t
centered God who would concern hirrself with only a very
few of his creatures to the exclusion of all the others,
so it would be difficult for the true mystic to come into
contact with the vital force which is God, if he were en-
tirely divorced from earthly matters. The mystic is
thoroughly cogrizant of what is going on around him. Yet
he keeps his finger on the hidden pulse of reality which
underlies all being. His own life beats in tune with the
throbbing of the Mighty Eeart. The moment he becomes an
entire recluse he loses his ability to keep in tune with
the power which is his source of strength and vision. Like
Antarus, the mystie must frequently return to contact with
his fellowmen. He is not static. He changes with the
spirit that permeates his period, maintaining that of the
old which is never-changing, and discarding that which is
non-essential. His usually normal method of living as well
as an absolute certainty of his vision, negates any accusa-
tion of mystification and vagueness that may be levelled
against him.
It is true that any aberration in one * s physical make-
up may produce a peculiar pyschic condition which in no
way resembles mysticism. Furthermore most of the singular
visitations which characterized the mystics of the medieval
period were merely the result of submission of the body to
unnecessary torture. That being the explanation of their
t
source, their authenticity is to be questioned. Trances,
spiritual seances and like manifestation of supernetu-
ralism are widely separated from the mystic *s vision. He
makes use of n&ither ghostly handwriting, nor table-tipping.
Nor does he expect a miracle to be performed for his bene-
fit. He realizes that his vision is a definite logical
experience that is a result of definite effort and is an
emotional experience which rises far above the merely
intellectual
.
t
Chapter II
CATHOLICISM AND MYSTICISM
Fully to appreciate much of the mystical thought
which has been so prevalent in the history of religious
consciousness, we must understand the ways in which God
has been conceived to exist, according to the Catholic
mystics. He has had two angles from which he could be
observed- -namely he is "Immanent", or present in all his
works, everything that exists is responsible to him for
its being, that all force and energy is a result cf His
great energy, and that a study of His works will reveal
to a certain extent his nature.
Not only is God conceived of a s being "immanent"
he is also considerer1 to be "Transcendent 11 . He is im-
measurably above his creations. He exists in a condition
far more, and far beyond any other things which exists.
He can never be known absolutely or adequately. The
school of thought that adhered too closely to the sole
existence of God through his "Immanence" might well be-
ware of becoming exceedingly materialistic in its beliefs.
There are too many channels to lead the thinker into a
Pantheistic conception of God, believing that the fin-
ished product is God himself. The world is so very attrac
tive; there i s so much beauty and youthfulness ; there are
so many developing of thought in science, art, moral

ity, thet we are too easily tempted to conceive
of the perfect God .
On the other hand too much emphasis on the side
of Transcendence may veer off into an entire avoidance
of all that God has created and of all the works of na-
ture. One wonders if the chief difficulty ;ith religion
today is not closely connected with the failure of re-
ligious thinkers to see God in his dual aspect--his im-
manence as well as his transcendence.
Those who have professed Christianity have been able
to reconcile the two phases of God's being through the
conception of the Incarnation of the Son of God. In this
conception which has played so vital a part in the devel-
opment of the Catholic church there appears a close re-
lationship of matter and spirit. Kan has come to identify
the close relationship of the created and the Creator.
While God is Transcendent--high above all that he may
have created in the past--yet He is, in His essence, kept
in union with himself. Through his ability to cause a
union with himself, God has created a human nature which
can also come into union with Him. God is a Spirit.
"The ,(7ord was made Flesh". This is the doctrine of the
incarnation from which has grown the sacramental system of
the Catholic Church.
As a result of the two conceptions of the nature of
God's being, there have arisen varying conceptions of the

nature of the soul ' s union with God, corresponding
in some degree with the theories of Immanence and Trans-
cendence. Under the first classification may be consid-
ered the my sties of the days preceding the coming of
Christ. Their worship of nature doubtless resulted from
their mistaking the divine Energy for the Creator of that
energy. Of these we see very good examples in the Greeks
with their Eleusinian mysteries which celebrated the return
of Spring, as a symbol of life beyond life, of the fertility
of the crops as a sign of the continuity of God's purpose.
Most of the Greeks saw in nature some divine energy which
actuated the coring of Spring. In all probability, the
Platonists were exempt from such a belief.
In more modern ti es we find those who see God work-
ing his way into their conscict sness by means of mental
Images. They need the conception of form as well as light
and sound to cause that which they conceive of "Transcen-
dence" in forms of "Immanence". Saint Teresa, Mother
Juliana of Norwich, Saint Francis de Sales, to name only a
very few of such visual-minded mystics, saw God through
such representations.
There are also the "Transcendence" mystics who con-
ceive of God as Transcendence expressed through the as-
pect of Immanence. This school sees God transcending all
that he does. Seeing that matter is far inferior to the
<
spirit which it represents, they conceive of material
actions and physical enjoyment as the enemy of the real
development of the soul. They entirely neglect the con-
sideration of the World made Flesh* All sorts of wild ab-
errations have been irduDged in. The flesh has been tor-
tured and punished. 'vith their despising the flesh, men
songht release through strict ascetism or its converse,
plunging deeply into the enjoyment of the most degrading
vice. A lack of proportion has been responsible for their
peculiar avoidance of the recognition of the doctrire of
God's immanence. To this latter group belong some of the
greatest mystics of the history of religion.
One of the truly great figures in the history of
Mysticism is that of Saint John of the Cross, a mystic
whose entire life was spent in an attempt to free himself
from all but the highest reality that he cou^d ever hope
to apprehend. He approached a difficult and nearly im-
possible consideration in his demanding that the true mys-
tic must do away with el] physical representation of God.
Images and the like must be destroyed. To Saint John of
the Cross we are indebted for the statement of the three
steps in the mystical process. He considered them os
three nights of darkness and entire deprivation.
The first step involves the abandoning of all physical
li>es and dislikes. This comes as a result of the illumin-
ation, which in turn has had its origin in the spirit's

getting a conception of what glories his renouncement
of material affairs may lead him to. The second step
involves the purgation of all desires and temptations.
Even the divine communications are dene away with, and
the soul prepares for the dark night of the soul ir which
all light is gone, "both sj iritual and mental. The soul
gropes its way about until at last the way is lighted by
the third step in which the soul passes into communion
with the object of these steps. The most commonly used terms
are the following: Illumination, Purgation, Union.
The particular form used by the mystics in their ex-
pression of God does not matter. What does concern the
student of mysticism is their comrrurity of belief regard-
ing the God who is the object of their attempts at union.
The chief factor to be considered is whether the mystics
agree in what they believe about God.
Any student of Catholic mysticism who ignores the
influence of the Neo-Pla tonist s will fail to consider one
of the most powerful driving forces in the early days of
the Christian Church. From them has come the conception
of PI ato--reality as that which exists beyond the visible
forms--the real essence. Through Plato* s disciples, Aris-
totle, and later minds the religious thought of Christian-
ity has become colored with that conception. From Plato
came the Idea. From Aristotle came the verification of
r
the Idea through experiment and the foundation of tried
principles. From it all has come the power of generaliz-
ation which has enabled man to see the definitely close
association of religion and life.
Neo-Platonism appeared strongest st about the same
time as Christianity. Its chief contributions grew out
of the emphasis placed on an ecstatic intuition of an
ineffable "One". All knowledge must le:--d to a reality
beyond the wor 1 d weariness that characterized much of the
thought of the period.
Neo-Pl': tonism with its leader, Plotirus, developed
the Platonic philosophy by a theory of emanation by which
the super-existent One radiated out from itself the "Vov. s"
which composed the system of ideas of the world of intel-
ligence .
Through Dionysius the Areopagite near the end of the
fifth century, it gave to Christianity the ide-r that God
is beyond reason. The idea of God being super-natural
and above al] rea soring brought about a spirit of a
return to God.
Saint Bernard taught in such a manner that ascetism
seemed to be the counter-pprt of mysticism.
Our chief concern is with that period beginning around
the twelfth -c nd thirteenth centuries in which there was
a decided reaction against the formalism and worldliness
f
of the church. There arose a very strong desire for a
theology of the heart and a simplicity of living as a
reaction against the growing sensualism. The Dominican
and Fransican orders were founded. Numerous convents
sprung up. There were a group of women mystics noted
for piety and ascetism, who exerted a very powerful in-
fluence against the increasing worldliness . They in-
cluded such figures as Elizabeth of Hungary and MechtheId
of Fagdeberg (probably the most influential of her time)
.
Such figures as Saint Augustine represent the atti-
tude of the medieval mystic seeking through intuition and
vision to find the meaning of everything. All nature
held an allegory for him. "hen men wrote or bunlded
Works of art they wove into the fabric all the rich mean-
ing and symbol they found in the world around them. Their
mighty cathedrals as well as their poetic expression such
as the Divine Comedy of Dante, all reflected their use of
the treasures of nature as symbols.
There was a defirite hierarchical order of importance
leading up to God who represented reality. The world was
inspired throughout b. r the desire to fulfill the divine
purpose. Love motivated p.ll things. "The love of C-cd
Wl ibh kept all things eternally aspiring to be themselves,
the love of the flame for fire that caused it to strain
c
upward, the love of stone that is its hardness--rf the
bad iran Tor the evil that is his nature and of the good
man for God that is his home." *1
Everything possessed significance, not in itself or
for itself, but for man's pilgrimage toward his destin-
ation^ Even man humble and weak as he was, formed the
central object in the whole universe, made in God f s own
image. God's omnipotent and omniscient mind, was ever
all mar's life and through it.
"The spirit was created for God's sake, the body for
the spirit's sa ve ar d the whole world for the body's sake
so that, the spirit might be subject to God, the body to
the spirit, and the world to the body." (Hugo of Saint
Victors) #2
The medieval scholar believed in the intelligibility
of the world. That belief colored all of thought whether
he was a rationalist seeking the ultimate solution of
universe by dialetic or the mystic seeding wisdom by
vision or intention, he would reject all modern disbeliefs
and romantic quest ionirgs . There was no necessity to
describe nature exactly or write history accurately, the
fundamental spiritual and moral truths could be discerned
so long as the objects chosen were familiar enough both
in function and purpose to represmt Kan's imaginative
fl ^Making of the Modern Mind" - Randall, 36
#2 "Making of the Modern Mind" - Randall, 35

conception of the phase of the Saviour's life and his
death upon the cross.
All men existed for no other purpose than to carry
out the reality of the divine order, to rs 1 e manifest
God's greatness and lead other souls to Him.
Saint Augustine in his Confession has caught the
truly great spirit:
tt I asked the earth and it answered me, 'I am not
He.'; and whatsoever are in it confessed the same. I
asked the sea and the deep and the living creeping
things, and they answered, *We are not thy God, seek
above us.' I asked the moving air; and the whole air
with his inhabitants answered, 'Anaximines was deceived,
I am not God. 1 I asked the heavens, suns, moons, stars,
'Nor', say they, 'fsre we the God whom thou seekest. 1 And
I replied unto all the things which encompass the door
of my flesh; 'Ye have told me of my God, that ye are not
jje ; tell me something of Him.' . And they cried out witv
a loud voice, ! He made us.' " #1
It is not until the coming of Francis Thompson do
we find another such a great expression of Catholicism.
If one were to trace the development of mysticism
through the writings of the English Catholic poets of
the earliest periods of English Literature he would have
anonymity and archaisms to deal v/ith. Many of the earll-
*3 "Confessions" Augustine, Everyman Ed., 208, 209

est poets have found echoes in the later development
of English Literature. One reads the early fragment
"The Seafarer" which is found in the Exeter Codex of
the Eleventh Century. This poem illustrates a type of
mystical consciousness which is concerned with the idea
that we are strangers and pilgrims on earth, looking for
the city that hath foundation, whose builder and maker
is God. This symbol has recurred in many mystical poets
since, notably Tennyson in "The Voyage". As one reads
the ancient poem, he is reminded of passages in the old
heathen saint, Plotirus, who makes truly great contribu-
tions to the stream which was to turn into the Christian
channel. Through many poets there flows the same sym-
bolic use of the sea as representation of the hardships
to he borne by the seeker after the haven which is God.
A study of Biblical literature reveals the constant
use of the sea, i.e. the stilling of the waves, the dis-
ciples going down into the boat, and their risquietude
unti ; they took Christ into the boat with them.
There are countless other- symbols which have been
used by the mystics of the Catholic church to reveal to
others the truth Which has come to them. They vary all
the way fro*- the Fish as used by several ancient writers
to the use of the Solar System as used by Thompson. The
Bleeding Heart has been a much used symbol, also the Dove.

Another type of mystical consci ousnes: which may
be found in English poet:-y is that which conceived soul
feeling or longing to feel that "My Beloved is mine and
I am His". This type of mysticism makes use of the
"Marriage of the Soul" as in the "Songs of Songs", the
Psalms. The symbolism of the Bride recurs all through
the bible as in Exodus, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel; even
Saint Paul speaks of the mystical union of Christ and
His Church. In fact, it is in Saint Paul's writings
that we find the real expression of Christian mystic-
ism which later was to be adc'ed to by the Neo-Flator-
ists, and many of the other sects who contributed to
the foundation of the Catholic Church.
The mystics have always considered the faithful
soul as typical of a bride betrothed to Christ, striving
to hold fast to him, sometimes acutely conscious of
unfaithfulness to Him, yet longing to be bound to Him
wifr an inseparable bond of unending union.
We will not enter into a discussion of the scholas-
tic mystics nor the part played by the followers of Eck-
hart in the Reformation. Jan Van Ruysbioek, the father
of Mysticism in the Netherlands who was visited by Tauler
and received some influence from him, v/ill receive only
passing mention. Roysbroek was concerned with the means
whereby the union of mystics is to he attained, whereby
Eckhart accepted the union as an ever present fact.
I
Just what part such mystics as Tauler, Ruysbroek,
or Thomas A. Kempis had in the break against the doc-
trines of the church is uncertain. Evidence seems to
show that while they were prepared by the mystical teach-
ings to break with traditional system, it was left to the
spirits who were not great contributors to the religious
mysticism of the Church to break entirely. All during
the Reformation and after, Catholic ftygtics received a
powerful impetus from such figures as Saint Teresa and
Saint John of the Cross. Admittedly much of their in-
fluence was confined solely to their followers in the
Church. Yet the^e they served as fecundating agencies
for religious experience and consciousness.
The next two or three hundred years were ones of
decreasirg concern ir> the purely spiritual. There was
great concern with attempts to explain mysticism in a
thoroughly rational manner. In figures such as Jpcob
Boehm was the spirit of the medieval spirit retained.
There were, of course, a host of religious mystics who
were living during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
tury. Yet there was a sharp decline from the mystical
activity of the fourteenth century.
As man became more cultured he seamed to shake off
his desire to come into contact with his God. He was
willing to accept philosophical interpretations of God.

Only in such disciples of Jacob Boehm as William Law
was there a definite spiritual nature dating hack to
the Medieval spirit.
It was not until the Catholic Revival in the middle
and latter part of the nineteenth century that there
seemed to be a re-awakening of "God-Consciousness". In
England the Catholic Revival was. attendant with the Ox-
ford Movement. From the High Church the church received
a powerful ally in Cardinal Newman, a convert.
The Catholic Revival was an outgrowth of the conser-
ve live movement which dated back to the pontificate of
Pius IX (1846-1878). Elected as a liberal to bring the
Catholic Church up to date, he became frightened by the
revolutioni?©n of 1848 a^d the temporary loss of his
sovereignty over the Papal States. He became, under
Jesuit influence, a confirmed conservative. In 1854 the
pope issued the bill proclaiming the doctrine of the
Im ^culate Conception of the Virgin--the first time a
pope alone had promulgated a dogma. In 1864 he issued
the syllabus of Error which condemned all the modernistic
tendencies of the age--"lt is an error to believe that
the Roman Pontiff can and ought to reconcile himself to,
and agree with, progress, Jiberalism, and contemporary
civilization". # In 1869 Pope Pius called the first ac-
cumeni&l count since Trent which proclaimed the new dogma
of papal infallibility.
* "Making of the Modern Mind" - Randall, 529-530

This dogma represents the irrevocable commitment
of the Church against liberal tendencies.
/

Ill A Consideration of the Mystical Elements
in the Toe try of Francis Thompson.
Chapter I.
The Origin of Thompson's Catholicism
In Francis Thompson we find Mysticism reaching a
high peak from which it was to recede with the pass in
of the next quarter century. With Coventry Patrnore as
a master and Alice Meynell as a guide and inspiration,
Francis Thompson gave the world some of the greatest
Catholic poetry it has ever seen. In him was fused the
mid-" seventeenth century Crashaw with the Shelley of his
own century* ,frith shading of the metaphysicians to col^r
his thought, he was verit-My to
" trouble the gold gateways of the stars
Smiting for shelter on their clanged bars;"
From his love of the medieval, we get poetry that is
pre-eminently and always Catholic.
As one reads many of his poems he recognizes the
true devotion of a loyal Catholic. How much of his
Catholicism was intuitive and how much was his inheri-
tance from his parents, it is very hard to say. Both
his parents we e converts to the Catholic faith and both
were very devout. From his it other
,
Mary Turner Morton,
he inherited much of his strongly religious nature. A
cousin herns testimony to Thompson's mother having failed!

in an attempt to enter religious life at the Convent
of the Holy Child, at Saint Leonard f s-on- the- sea . To
the same cousin we are indebted for many suggestions
of various family mannerisms which appear in Thompson,
and which are of interest to us in so far as they ap-
pear in poetry.
The poet was born on J he 16th of December, 1859 in
a small house at 7 " 7inckley Street, the son of a doctor.
From neither his f&ther or uncles did1 Thompson receive
any of his poetic heritage. An examination of sore of
his unclt s work reveals that they would be very poor
sources of poetic genius. Fror his r other his chief
inheritance was his passion for religion.
Only so much of the poet's childhood as recurs in
his poetry concerns us h< re. Strangely enough one looks
in vain for many definite references to h. * s own boyhood.
From his essay on "Shelley" we are able to draw some sug
gestions as to the causes of his childhood, griefs and un
certainties, and how much really occurred it is very dif
ficult to trace.
He found Shakespeare and Coleridge at a very early
age—seven approximately. '7ith his books under his arm
he would withdraw from the companionship of his sisters
to a stronghold where he could be alone and give his
imagination free rein.
He received almost all of his education at Ushaw
College where he sent in 1870 when he was eleven years

of age. There, as in later life , much of his time was
spent in solitude. He was so very reserved that doubt-
less he missed many chances for making friendships that
could have helx>ed him. It i s interesting to note in
passing that Henry Patmore, the son of his later friend,
Coventry Patmore, v»;at in a class a] f ve ThotEgpson at Ushaw
but never became acquainted with him* Lafcadio Hearn
wa s there also.
In 1874 the poet entered college where he soon be-
came very proficient in English. The rest of his work
was not as satisfactory and in 1877 he was advised to
ive up all hope of e Trer becoming a priest. The chief
reason given for bis being asked to relinquish the chief
desire of his life was that he was indolent. This fail-
ure to be come a priest as the cause, of a considerable
and permanent grief on the part of Thompson.
Ee that as it may, he returned to Asht on-under—Lyne
from which place he later went to Manchester to study
medicine. He was passed in Greek 'which *ould enable him
to take up the study cf medicine at Owens College. Luring
the next six years he tried to study medicine, being part-
ly suj ervised by his father. It was a hopeless task from
the beginning. He had no inclination toward medicine nor
did he care to attend the lectures. There were many op-
j ortunities for the solitary youth to wander about engaged
in revery. Many recesses in the college buildings shel-
tered him at such tires. His untidy physical appearance

was not conducive to approving glances cast at him by
pas per shy. As he left his father's home he could often
he seen with untied shoe laces ard disorderly clothing,
• f
-r5er * ng along the street cnrel.es s as to whether or not
he would arrive at class.
Besides Ms frequent use of the roads for long wand-
erings he had recourse tc the libraries where he spent
many hours absorbed in his favorite writers. The cricket-
field was another place that held his interest. lie never
became a proficient player1
,
yet he was very much inter-
ested in the game. In one of his short poems he speaks of
a famous match which took place between Lancashire and
Gloucestershire
In 187Q Thompson received a gift from his ~ ether,
"The Confessions of An Opium Eater" by Thomas DeQuincey.
Just why a mother should have made such a gift to her
son t% har'd to discern. Tragically enough, it served as
her last gift to Mr ss wel'] as his first introduction to
the effects of ot ium. From this time on there are many
joints of similarity between Thompson and DeQuincey. De-
Qu'n.cey's st:rle as -ell as his habits of idleness, his
constant confessing of personal faults, as well as many
other characteristics are reflected in Thompson.
There is a striking coincidence in the fact that
both writers spent a great deal of tivn e ir Manchester
Library; that both writers were considerably interested
in the writers of the Elizabethan period as well. Edward
Meynell speaks of the gift as the mother's furnishing
At Lord 1 s

her ran with an elder b other. The younger poet was
so on to follow very much the same path as had his
predecessor- -a path which led down through the bitter-
est humiliations to the depths of utter despair and
degradation back through more suffering to a partial
recovering of his creative faculties.
His receipt of the book "Confessions cf An Opium
Eater" was aided by the administration of opium in re-
lieving his suffering from a very painful illness.
This acquaintance with opium came not long after his
entrance as a medical studert. To what extent orium
affected his abilities it is Impossible to say. Ever-
ard Bleynell insists that opium gave the poet a longer
life and a more enriched imagination which offset the
death wbich was firally the result. That his death
from tuberculosis was forestalled by the drug there
can be little doubt. That the use of the drug enabled
him to bear that life on the streets when all seemed
utterly abhorent to hir is also admissible. Yet it
seemed to render the practice of medicine or any such
profession all the more inrossible than did his incap-
acity. Slowly but surely it turned him toward the pro-
fession of poetry which was soon to open to him.
All through his poetry the use of opium affords a
constant sense of guilt which further his bitter struggl
with his conscience. Sadly the reader of his life recog

nizes that the drug is responsible for Thompson's taking
refuse in entire solitude snd cutting himself off from
all contact with even his own people. This divor ceir.ent
frorr the customary habits of life which existence today
seems to render ir perative slowly deadened his normal
contact with the world.
At the end of six years of his son f s desultory read-
ing the father was forced to admit that medicine was not
the profession for Francis. After his failure at Glasgow
Thon-pson turned toward a career in the army, tut failed
of admission.
After a long talk with his father, ir which they
d ' scussed his further plans, Thompson ran away to London.
Equipped with copies of Blake's poems and Aeschylus 's
Plays to begin the long period of suffering in the mire
of London streets from which he was to be rescued after
three of the most terrible years that any person could
have been expected to go through.
To trace h^ s life during all of the months which
he spent on the city streets would occupy too much
space and' time. Sufice it to say that in 1887, he
mailed two short poems, "The Passior of Mary" and "Dream
Tryst" with en essay "Paganism Old and New" to 'Vilfred
Meynell, the editor of "Merry England". The manuscripts
were mislaid until 1888 when Mr. Meynell published
"The Ppssicn of Mary" in an attempt to find the author.
The reply which Thompson made brought abowt a meeting of

with ^he kind "benefactor who was to serve as a brother
to h5m until his death, November 2 3, 1907.
It was in 1894 that Thompson met ore of his con-
temporaries who was to exert a powerful influence upon
him. In July of 1894, Thompson received a helping hand
in the form of en article by Patmore in the Fortnightly
Review. Patmore hailed Thompson as a new, great poet.
From that time on, the two men grew nearer and nearer
together. Their work differed very widely in spirit,
yet in form, the younger poet owed an incalcuable debt
to Patmore. Patmore was the mystic of the unity of the
sexes. His most famous book, "The Angel of the Household"
has for many people obscured the real Patmore who emerges
in "The Unknown Eros". It was the latter series of poems
that gave Thompson the ode form which he used so master-
fully In "New Poems" which bears a dedicatory poem in-
scribed to Patmore. Patmore^ mysticism had nothing to
do with the mild sentimentalism with which he has Veen
charged. On the contrary he was a forceful, sometimes
arrogant man with no hesitation about expressing his o-
pir'on. His symbolism which is drawn from his identi-
fication of human passion as a reflection of Divine
Passion while daring in the extreme yet approaches the
greatest poetry in English literature. While Patmore
gave Thompson his metre and a score of thoughts, prob-
ably his greatest contribution to him was his freedom
(C
of thought. In Thompson's highest moments there is
not the unreserved freedom of expression which charac-
terizes Patmore.
The study of his poems will reveal fuch qualities
of his personality as are essential to a clear under-
standing of his art. The section which follows this
brief consideration of his life will deal with his Work
including the influences which other writers exerted up
his poetry as well as his own effect or contemporary
and later writers of Catholic poetry.
c
Chapter II
General Influences Shown ir Thompson's Poetry.
Francis Thompson shows a considerable influence from
many divergent sources. To trace all of the influences
which went to make up all his writings would be an exceed-
ingly difficult task. It is enough for the purposes of
this study to point out the dominant influences which con-
verged to produce this great poet "of Heaven in Earth".
As has been seen, Thompson was an early reader of
Shakespeare. Much of his poetry reveals a debt of the
earlier poet in vocabulary more than in the spirit of his
writing. Tl7hen the "Sister Sorgs" were published there
was considerable abuse heaped on the poet's head because
of his use of archaic words as well as those which were
believed to have been coined by Thompson. More careful
studies have since revealed that the majority of Thomp-
son's apparently unusual words are drawn from Shakespeare,
Milton, and other classic poets in whose writings Thompson
had steeped himself. Thompson's earlier poems such as
"Sister Songs" reveal Shakespeare's influence more than
do his later ones. One sees the misty, dreamy atmospheric
quality of "Midsummer Night's Dream" in the first part of
"Sister Songs". In many of Thompson's other poems can b
seen the same use of the compact metai hors which character
cc
izes Shakespeare. Thompson reveals an ability to adapt
his thought to a long flowing pattern which permits a
flexible treatment of his material.
Probably the greatest influence on Thompson is drawn
from the Elizabethan poets, especially Richard Crashaw,
whose "Hymn to Saint Teresa" ranks with Thompson 1 s "The
Hound of Heaven" as one of the two greatest mystical poems
of the English language. The two poets have much in Com-
mon. In the first place both avail themselves of the
ritual and liturgy of the Catholic Church to a considerable
degree • Their symbolism is dravrn from the ceremonia ]s ard
worship- of the Mother Church. This is especially noticeable
in the opening of Thompsor's magnificent "Orient Ode":
"Lo, in the sanctuaried East,
Day, a dedicated priest
In all his robes pontifically exprest,
Lifteth slowly, lifteth sweetly,
From out its Orient tabernacle drawn,
Yon orbed sacrament confest
Which sprinkles benediction through the dawn;
And when the grave procession's ceased,
The earth with due illustrous rite
Blessed, ere the frail fingers featly
Of twilight, violet-cassocked acolyte,
His acerdota] stoles unvest--
Sets, for high close of the mysterious feast,
(I
ifl
The sun in august exposition meetly
Within the fl'-ming monstrance of the West." #1
In this quotation we see not only Thompson in his re-
semblance to the earlier Crashaw but a greater Thompson who
with daring and superlative skill uses God's own objects of
Worship as a mean? of glorifying the works of His hands.
Shelley influenced Thompson considerably. Thompson*
s
magnificent poem "The Mistress of Vision" is entirely in
the form of Shelley's poem. In "Sister Songs" Thompson re-
veals fragile beauty and unrestrained s weep of line that he
got from both Shakespeare and Shelley-»-2.
In almost all of Thompson's poetry as in Shelley's there
is clarity of purpose. He knows very definitely what he is
endeavoring tc convey to his reader.
Such lines as the following are pure Shelley:
"The l%Xf stirs her snowy limbs
As she swims
Naked up through her cloven green,
Like the wave-born Lady of Love, Hellene;
And the scattered snowdrop exquisite
Twinkles and gleams,
As if the showers of the sunv y beams
"'ere splashed from, the earth in drops of light." -;:-3
#1 "Tke Orient Ode" line 1-15
*-2 See "Shelley", Thompson, T "Testminst er Press, 1920
#3 "Sister Songs, I, Line 16-23

His use of such words as circumfused, antenatal, "ter-
rene", "greening-sapphire", Melodiously" are the result of
a mind which seizes upon fresh images and words that will
build a sensuous appeal.
In both Shelley and Thompson there isa matchless fitting
of the poet's medium to a rich spiritual beauty that colors
it.
Of Tho v pson's ear?y reading of the works of Coleridge
we have rather ample ev'de'ce in his writings. There were
many factors which could have led him to consider the olcer
poet. Not the least of these was Coleridge's opium eating
which are reflected in "The Pains of Sleep". In several
instances Thrmp son's poetry affords an almost exact parallel
to a like arrangement in Coleridge's.
That Thomps n was influenced by his reading of John
Donne, Henry Vaughn, Herbert, and the other men of the period
is an indisputable fact. Yet in Lis borrowing from them,
he stamps his material with his own personality. There is
a coloring which the poetical ideas did not contain before
he received then 1 . In short, Thorn} son could have easily
been transported to the Seventeenth Century.
His resemblance to Herbert may be seen in the following:
"Only thy grace, which with these elements comes,
Knoweth the ready way
And hat li the privie key
Op'ning the soul's most subtile rooms;
While these to spirits refin'd, at doors attend
Despatches from their fried "

And Thompson's
"Its kefa are at the cincture hung of God."
Concerning Thompson, Carvin wrote in the Bookman, March
1897: "He is an argonaut of literature, far travelled in the
realm of gold, aid he has in a strange degree the assimila-
tive mind that takes suggestions as a cat takes milk".
Yet as ore reads his many poems with their traces of
poets as widely divergent in spirit as Kipling and Southwell
one realizes that he is not a plagiarist. It is true that
the parallelisms are rather too close in many instances, yet
it would he accurate to say that the poet was dr rivati ve-
rather than a plagarist. His v/ide reading included many
fields, which he gathered widely both symbols and thoughts,
turning them to uses of his own.
From the Vulgate Thompson derived a considerable a-
mount of material, especially that which he uses in his
description of the Virgin. His line "Remember me, poor
thief of song" is an admission of his selecting his theme'
frcr: other sources than his own well-spring of imagination.
Ho condemnation of the poet because of is imitations should
be made. He chose only such material as he really wanted
and was thoroughly cognizant that he was borrowing. The
beauty of his poetry more then justified his methods.
Uppermost in Thompson's conception of God's being
is the closeness with which he identifies the different
aspects of Nature's processes with the Transfiguration, the

Crucifixion and the other great moments in the Life of
Jesus. Immortality spea s through nearly every line
that he wrote. All of nature becor-es his symbol for the
decay and resurrection of life which was as certain to
him as the fact that he lived and breathed;
"Nature, enough I Within thy glass
Too many and too stern the shadows pass.
In this delimited season, flaming
For thy resurrection feast,
Ah, more I think the long ensulpture cold,
Than stony /inter rolled
Fror the unsealed mouth of the hoiy East;
Than the snow-clois tered penance of the seed w*
As he watches every tree, it bears in its he&rt the
secret of returning lige. Every flower asserts the gracious
ness of a Creator, the beat of whose heart throbs through
all of his creatures. "The bare and dabr led feet of May"
succeed the "Trumpets of March". There are none of God's
creations too small to be visited with Thompson's recogni-
tion of its being a part of God's plan to reveal His nature
to man; the f lover, the elm tree, the grape, the yellow
stars and the yellow daffodils, the pine, the ivy-tree, all
join in the great revelation.
"Beneath the austere and macerating rire
Drav s back constricted in its icy urns
The genial flame of earth, and there
With tormert and with tension does prepare
"From the Nighty of Fore Being"-Complete ] oems- Page 171

The lush disclosures of the vernal time."*-
iiven as he regards these workings of nature as symbols
of returning life and richness to the earth, so in hi s earlier
poerrs Thompson searches through his own nature to discover
traces of returning inspiration; he must s5.ng the praise of
the author of his bein b . In the "Sister Sorgs" and a few
of the poems which immediately follow, Thompson finds relief
through believing that in his soul there is springing up new
life and a resurrected gift of song. Eut as the later poems
reveal, that ho e was only too soon colored b:^ the uncertainty
nd agonized realization of failing powers which make many
of his later r oems especially tragic in their waiting for
death with an almost obsessive passion. Life has broken him
on its wheel and he stands eagerly waiting for the final stage
which will witness the severing of his physical body and his
spirit
.
No attribute of nature figures more prominently in
Thompson's poetry than does the sun. He adopts the entire
solar system as symbolic representation of God 1 s universe.
The sun becomes a symbol of God himself in "The Ode to the
Setting Sun". In this poem the poet does not worship the
sun as a god, rather he uses it as a symbol which carries
with it an assurance of his faith in Jesus Christ, typified
as the sun whose
" straight
Long Beam lies level on the Cross. "*2
*1 Idem-line 209-213
-"-2 "Ode to tlie Setting Sun" line £4-25

The poem was written just af+er the poet had suceeded
in v is long fight against opium. As a reaction it repre-
sents the emotion nrhidj came to him as he conceived of the
awful resemblance between the setting sun and the mystery
of the cross. The same theme had been used by Saint Francis
of Assisi in his "Ode to the Sun". Thompson saw in the
setting sun the symbolic representation of man's death,
which in reality was a prelude to a 15 fe to come;
"If with exultant tread
Thou foot the Eastern Sea,
Or like a golden bee
Sting the "/est to angry red,
Thou dost image, thor dost follow
That King-maker of Creation
"/ho, ere Hellas hailed Apollo
Gave thee, angel-god, thy station,
Thou art of Him a type memorial.
Like Him f ou hangest in dreadful pomp of blood
Upon thy Western rood." *
In much of Thompson's poetry there is a constant
struggle taking place. The struggle is very apparent, but
its real cause is not so apparent. Wilfred MeyneJl dismissed
with justifiable acerbity the suggestion that Thompson was
suffering from penitence because of immorality during his
life in the streets. A search of Thompson's works has
yielded no information that could be traced directly to that
source. It is true that he went through a veritable Hell
"Ode to the Setting Sun" line 209-220
rC
during those months in whi ch he wandere'1 about the London
streets. This is reflected in the reference to the "tardy
dawn dragged ne at length". And in many other instances
in which he made use of the common-place to portray the
other-worldly . Yet there a e no indications of remorse
for any immorality, real or imagined.
As one turns to such poems as "Laus Amaria Doloris"
with its sharp and piercing glorification of pain one
senses something of the sense of pain which tortures the
poet
:
"Implacable sweet daemon, Poetry,
'"That have I lost for thee,
ViThose lips too sensitively wel]
Have shaped thy shrivelling oracle."*
It is difficult for the reader who has never experi-
enced the pain of body or soul, which Thompson refers to in
this poem, to catch the full signifigance of his outcry.
The bitter pair wMch the poet has to pay for the securing
of sanctity, is never lessened until the poet surrenders
all to it. It is very easy in many of his other poems to
find statements as to the price he has had to pay for the
g^ft of poesy. Note in "Sister Songs", Fart II, 49-58:
"From almost earliest youth
I raised the lids o' the truth,
And forced her bend on her shrinking sight;
Ever I knew me beauty f s eremite,
In antre of this lowly body set,
Girt with a thirsty solitude of soul."
"Laus Amara Doloris" .line 1-4

From his study of Saint Francis he summed up the teaching
of the Saint in these words "Delight has taken pain to her
he^rt". Even in "Love in Dian's Lap" he uses the symbol
of pain as a means of pleasure. In this instance it is his
checking of his love that yields him the full delight of
suffering.
Everard T*"eynel] finds it exceedingly difficult to trace
all of Thompson's reactions to their sources. He calls them
Thompson's "something awry, the disordering of sympathy, the
distorting perspective". The tendencies are easier to trace
than are the sou res from which they have sprung. In the
poet'*s personality as revealed in '''is poems, there may be
seen the symptons of the loneliness and general mental con-
dition which caused him to cr' out against being so ^ruch
alone. Doubtlf.ss he was, fcr etting for the momert that the
poet's circle of acquaintances is not limited by the merely
physical. There is ar intimacy which grows up in which the
pott becoming far more, confidentially revealing than he
ever does to his casual acquaintances.
Fev, poets have been so ill-equipped to face harshness
as was Francis Thompson. From earliest childhood, the
world of ima giration had created for him a most attractive
region in which the mind iras freed fro the trammels of
every day existence. His refuge in reading and contempla-
tion fitted him hut ill for the terrible days which he was
to experience in the streets of London. Not even his read-
ing of "The Confessions of an Opium Eater* cou'd give him

a concert ion of what it would mean to reconcile reality with
vision. And so lift became for him not a ^re.-t struggle to
be met and overcome. He did not boast of the indomnitable
courage of the invalid Kenley or the lofts'- affirmation of -well-
being which characterized several of his later contemporaries.
For him life was a great riddle to be met with, an ascetic re-
nunciation rather than an active solution.
Doubtless his physical condition colored his thought to
a considerable extent. The mental lacerations which he sub-
jected himself to that he might truly f^ce life and come to
the eternal reality, may have received a powerful impetus
from the disease which wrecked his body during his later years
Psul Mor€ finds it difficult to say how much of Thompson •
religious attitude was colored by "his taint of death*. There
is evidence in his poetry of the constant anticipation of
death. His existence consisted of his ..rooming himself for
that experience which he dreaded but which he was to undergo
so peacefully later. It is not surprising that the thoughts
of one who dwelt almost constantly in the realm of higher re-
ality should be influenced by those factors which are most
closely allied in our own thinking with our departure from
a world where everything is but a rough approximation of the
peal essence which exists elsewhere. In the poems of the
"Sight and Insight" group this theme is constantly recurrent.
Thompson is essentially structural in the ch^r^cter of
his poetry. ";ith a supreme effort he builds line upon line,

image upon image, until at last he has reached a lofty
tower about whose airy pinnacle the winds sweep clear
and cold. One reels with the intensity of the poet's near-
ness to God. Small wonder that he finds it difficult to
maintain himself In such a high altitude for long. On the
wrecks of lesser efforts he builds here and there a tower
which sleeps with awful grandeur toward the Reality of his
thought. All of his poetry builds with climactic effect:
"I faint, I sic] e' , darkens all my sight,,
As, poised upon tris unprevisioned height,
I life unto its place
The utmost airy traceried pinnacle."*
In these few .lines he has given imagistic form to one of
his most individual characteristics. He senses the extreme
height to which he is extending his poetic structure. With
Consummate artistry he carves each detailed bit of sculp-
ture, still maintaining the great sweep of the upward aspira-
tion of the Gothic whole.
In "Love in Dian's Lap" 7/e find one of the truly great
love sequences in the English language. The extreme diffi-
dence of the poft co^b-'ned with the strict limitations which
he had placed upon his love, give the poems a distinctive
cu' lity of austerity and ethe.realness which has been attained
by few other poets. His identification of his earthly
pas' ion with the rapt adoration for the Mother in Heaven is
so chaste and restrained that one wonders at an ascetism
that permitted so lofty a conception. The recipient of his

great love , Alice Meynell, herself a poet of considerable
austerity and reserve was in constant touch, with the v;orld.
about her. She was not a recluse nor had she as entirely
cut herself off froi? her fellowmen as had her disciple.
She was a true sophisticate if such a person may he said to
exist. She travelled in a circle of intellectuals-- writers
,
arti s ts--still maintaining the serenity and loft austerity
wn " ch arc so characteristic of her verse and. prose writings-
"pass ionless passion, wild tranquilities".*- Those last lines
summarize in a remarkably accurate manner Mrs. Meynell'
s
poetry. #1
Through r any of his poems addressed to Mrs. Meynell
the poet weaves his symbolism of Heaven and Earth so closely
that one finds it difficult at all ti^res to trace the two.
We find a glorified vision cf this mother love in the
mystically lovely "The Mistress of Vision" in which the poet
celebrates a triune personality- --tee Queen of Heaven, the
Queen of the Realm of Grace, and the Queen of the Realm of
Poetrv. The ther'e of the poem has been given as "the neces-
sity of sacrifice for the salvation of an individual soul
as well as for the regeneration of the world and of poetry. #2
Everard Meyne!!l considers this poem as the converse of
the idea expressed in "The Hourd of Heaven". "Do you wish to
fly fror. God?" cried Saint Augustine, "then fly to him."
This 16ef wMch filled the most splendid of Thorpson»s poems,
v-1 "Her Portrait", Thompson, line 157-168
*2 "The Poems of Frsncis Thompson", T .L. Cor oily, page 429

59 .
"The Hound of Heaven* was Presented in converse form in
"The Mistress of Vision". Tv ere God is no longer the pur-
suer "but. ss in one of the poems of Sain John of the Cross,
the quarry that the eagle, the soul, according to Thompson,
as to all Christian mystics, is borne up by pain."* In a
modern American poet. William Rose Benet «re fird use made
of the seme daring symbol in his poem, "The Falconer of
God" .
Another expression cf love poems may be found in "The
Narrow Vessel" which is a composition group of poems written
solely for the purpose cf expressing a glorified physical
passion of a lover for his mistress. It is only at the
end of the group that one comes to the surprising revela-
tion that the poems are those cf the soul singing the
divireness of his heavenly Lady who showers her benisons
upon him. It is a fire exposition in allegorical manner
of Thompson's belief that all human love is a reflection
of divine love. The title signifies the girl's affection
which dre c ds to cracV under the overflowing love which
surges into it.
Rarely indeed in Thompson's poetry does the reader
find the slightest reference to purely physical love. Eis
srery severe renunciation colored even his passion for the only
woman whom he ever really loved. All of his poems addressed
to her are ethereal in quality and partake of the nature
* Freeman, June 20, 1923
r
of verses addressed to the Queen of Heaven. Alice Me nell
symbolized an earthly representation of the 1/Iother of God.
For that reason we find in his attitude both the surrender
of a lover ond the low humility of a child seeking his
mother after a day of bitter tribulation.
It is impossible to estir-ste the extent to which Thomp
son is indebted to his friend Coventry Patmore for his ider
regarding humar love as a reflection of divine "ove. That
Thonrson received from "The Unknown Eros" more influence
than from any other single group of poers we may be very
certain.

Chapter III
Characteristic Elements Of The Mystical Quality
In Francis Thompson's Poetry As Revealed In A
Study Of Three Of His Longer Poems.
1. "The Hound of Heaven"
The poem, "The Hound of Heaven" sums up the mysticism
of Francis Thompson. It is unquestionably one of the great-
eat mystical poems in the entire field of Catholic poetry.
Compared with Crashaw's great "Hymn to Saint Theresa" Thomp-
son's poem easily ranks highest as a true mystical expression.
The poem was composed in 1£90 when the poet was thirty-
three years of age. He had passed through two periods of
great stress--failure to become a priest in 1877 and the
six years which he had spent at Owens College as a medical
student. During that period, he had contracted an illness
which occasioned his turning to opium to deaden the pain.
ks one farrilar with the life of the poet knows, he was en-
slaved to the drug until after his meeting with the Meynells
in February 1887. The last three years of that period (1885-
1888) the poet had spent wandering about the streets of
London sleeping in doorways or on the banks of the Thames,
wherever a chance opportunity offered itself. Following
his meeting with the Meynells he had gone to live for two
years at the Premonstratensian Priory at Storrington in
Su s s e x
.

After his conquering the drug habit Thompson "began to
write in de^d earnest. In the mid sunder of 1889 he pub-
lished the greet "Ode of the Setting Sun" which was the
first indication of the real genius of the man whom the
Keynell's had befriended. Between 1890 and 1894, the poems
ca^e in fairly rapid sucecsion. Besides "The Hound of
Heaven" he also published "Love in Elan's Lap" as well as
"Sister Songs". In 1892 came the publication of "Poems".
In the composition of "The Hound of Heaven" the poet
makes use cf a symbol which is by no means new. Traces of
the figure of the "hound" may be seen in the annals of the
early church in Africa. Connelly notes Papini's reference
to the names of one of the faithful found on a Punic in-
scription "Kelbalem" meaning "Hound of Divinity". Further-
more he suggests the term "hound" as a title of honor in
Celtic mythology. The poet could have obtained the figure
from Shelley, inasmuch a s he was closely allied with the
other poet in spirit and form. By a reference to Shelley's
"Prometheus Unbound", line 34 e find the part of a line
"Heaven's winged hound". Such an attempt to trace the
source of the poem would lead the student very far afield.
The poet left no clues to the origin of the poem and any
conjectures that might be made would have to go unverified.
Concerning the use of the symt. ol, Miss Marguerite
Wilkinson in her book, "Contemporary Poetry" says as follow
"It is a daring symbol, and in the hands of a merely talent
r
poet, would become offensive. But Thompson was a genius,
anci, by puttirg his emphasis only on the noblest abstract
qualities inherent in the nature of Ms symbol, --he re-
lieves it of all that might otherwise be distasteful and even
lifts it, exalting the symbol by What it symbolizes, into
a higher range of meaning and suggestions." •
The poem reveals to a considerable degree what must hove
been the condition of the poet ! s mind at the time of writing
the poem. A study of two of his other iroductions written
during this same period, "Sister Songs" and "New Songs", the
former being ircluded in the latter in the 1910 edition of
Trfilfred Meynell 1 s compilation, reveals much the scjme attitude.
In no other poems of my knowledge has a poet more closely
linked a mood and its expression. Line by line ore can trace
the events v.hich may have played an important part in the
genesis of the poem.
It hsd been only eleven years since he had been told
that he could never hoj e to become a priest. He was still
very close to the heart of C-od. In fact all through, his
life he remained what Theodore Kayna d had called him "a
spoiled priest". Thompson's belief that his rejection at
the very gates of priesthood had dealt him a very great
injustice affected his entire life; he lost his ambition
and his grip on things. The service which he was to render
• "Contemporary Poetry"
,
Wilkinson, Page 234

was that of the robeless servitor whose every act was
one of contrition and self-condemnation.
There were two other powerful influences during this
time: (1) his life" on the London streets, (2) his final
conouering of the drug habit. The years were a constant
flight from all that he knew to be highest and best. God
pursued him even through the mire of the London streets:
"Forlorn, and faint and stark,
I had endured through watches of the dark
The aba shies s inquisition of each star,
Yea, was the outcast mark
Of all those heavenly passengers scruting;"
God behind the stars constantly urged him on, yet attempted
to draw him to his bosom.
The theme of the poem does not seem to be one of the
soul*s flight; rather it is the soul being pursued by God.
The flight is not of the passive, complacent nature which
a soul's searching for God right signify. The soul is driven
on by the terribly relentless force which God represents.
Connelly sums up the theme of the poem: "The story of the
soul's flight from God is merely the story of its disillu-
sionment that ends in a persona], empirical realization of
the general theoretical truth of the Foundation". -;:-2
The first stanza opens ' ith a masterly sounding of the
*1 "Sister Songs" Line 277-281
#2 "Poems of Francis Thompson" . T. L. Connolly, Page354

keynote of the poem- -flight:
*I fled Kim, down the nights and down the days;
I fled Him, down the arches of the years;
I fled Him, down the labyrinthine ways
Of my own mind; and in the midst of tears
I v id from Hir
,
end under running laughter,
Up vistaed hopes I sped;
Ad own Titanic glooms of chasmed fears,
From those strong Pee that followed, followed after.
But with unhurrying chase,
And unperturbed pace,
Deliberate speed, majestic instancy,
They beat— and. a voice heat
More instant than the Feet
'All things betray thee, who betrayest Me 1 "
In this stanza there is the ceaseless uncertainty of
blind flight which plunges recklessly along, striving to
evade that which follows. "Down the rights and down the
days", "down the arches of the years" the poet flees from
the pursuer. He flees down the intricacies of his mind,
finding that reason cannot help him. The labyrithine ways
serve only to confuse him further. His tears but blind his
sight. Through the vistas of bis hores he runs, his way
ligbted by a brightness which serves to accentuate the dark
ness round him. Down he plunges--" shot"
,
"precipitated",
• "The Hound of Heaven", line 1-15

w
adown Titanic glooms of chasir.ed fears". In these opening
lines the poet reveals a powerful ability of welding sound
r>nd sense-- the smooth line serves to accentuate the speed
motif he wishes to convey. It is doubtful if there is any
greater opening stanza in any English poem.
^ith line 10 begins the contrasting movement of the
refrain in which the poet reveals the slow inevi tableness
of the pursuer. The lines vibrate with the intensity of
repressed fire. The majesty of the pursuer contrasts strongly
with the passionate flight of the soul.
As one reads the stanzas he realizes that Thompson is
using one of the common tyres of the expression of mystical
consci ous--the motive of flight or search in which the Su-
prere power is an object of union through pursuit or flight.
It is not entirely the same as the Carriage of the Soul.
In the s6cov d stanza we find the poet turning to the
love of the hum- n heart. Two memorable lines convey a
powerful conception of the heart:
"By many s hearted casement, curtained red
Trellised with interwining charities
(For though I knew his Love who followed,
Yet was I sore adread
Lest having Him, I must have naught beside.
In these lines the poet is seeing only the difficulty of
his isolation from all that is unworthy and the sacrifice
which so much greater an effort will entail. He seems to
* Idem lire 17-21

miss for a moment the great peace which is to ensue--the
great Love \;lr ch is to come to him. But all of man's at-
tempts to flee God by turning to the love of fellowman, the
external side of nature, even glory of the heavens as well
as the swift things are taken from him when he attempts to
substitute them for God
.
The third stanza finds him turning from the external
objects of nature to a consideration of the children. Prom
them, he turns back to nature, striving to find there some
ease for the terrible smart which has attended his flight:
"I was heady with the even,
Twrh.en she lit her glimmering tapers
Round the day's dead sanctities.
I laughed in the morning's eyes.
I triumphed and I saddened all the weather,
Heaven and I wept together,
And its sweet tears wet 'with mortal mine;
Against the red throb of its sunset-heart
I laid my own to b' at,
And share commingling heat;
But not b' that, by that, was eased my human smart
In vain my tears Were wet on Heaven's grey cheek." #
But nature cannot withold that pursuing figure that
again approaches. None of the milk of her tenderness can
she shed, that will hold off that Pursuer. His discontent
* Idem 84-95

is only deepened by the great knowledge he received. His
attempts to speak with Nature are rendered fruitless by
his knowledge that
"For ah! we know not what each other says,
These things and I; in sound I apeak--
Their sound is tut their stir, they speak
by silences." *1
For another statement of the same idea one has but
to turn to Thompson's Essay "Nature's Immortality";
"You speak and you think that she ans' ers you. It is the
echo of your own voice. You thir.k you hear the throbbing
of her heart, and it is the throbbing of your own. I do
not believe that Nature ha s a heart; and I suspect, that
like many an ot^er beauty, she has been credited with a
heart because of her face." -«-2 Unless one reads into tie
essay a deeper meaning and is not willing to get from it
the real essence, one may be led to Ms-interpret Thompson's
meaning. He is, cf course, referring to the substitution
of the love of nature for the love of God. Note his state-
ment, "She is God's Daughter and stretches forth her hand
only tc her Father's friends." Hence Thompron's uncer-
tainty which had led him to a lack of definite communion
with those objects of nature to whom he turned for refuge
from the Pursuer. His conception of Nature differs widely
-"•1 Idem line 96-98
«B Life of Francis Thompson— 1st edition
Fverard Meynell
r
from that of the mystical conception of Mature as given
b T Wordsworth in "The Prelude". Thompson's is a more
mature view of Nature. He lacks the passages of child-
ishness to be found in the nature worship of many of his
contemporaries. Thompson would have us enter through
faith. For him there is no mystical conception of nature
possible without in-breathing of the spirit of Christ.
Quoting again from his essay "Nature's Immortality"
we read "Absolute Nature lives not in our life, nor yet
is lifeless', but I'ives in the life of God; and in so far,
and so far merely, as man himself lives in that life, does
he come into sympathy with Nature, and Nature with him
Not Shelley, not Wordsworth himself, ever drew so close
to that heart of Mature as did the Seraph of Assisi, who
was close to the heart of God."*»-l I think that Thompson
might ".veil have applied that to himself.
The climax of the poem is reached with the soul's sur-
render to the pursuer. "Naked I wait thy love's uplifted
s troke" .-»-2The soul has undergone much the seme process that
the mystic must undergo. He finds hi"self stripped of all
baseness and hypocrisy; even his too presumptuous love of
nature and animals has been sloughed olf. There now remains
only the soul's reclothing itself in the garment of true
humility find obedience to C-od . He find himself approaching
•1 Life- -1st Edition
#2 "The Hom-d of Heaven" li-e 111

the state in the mystical process known as M the dark
night of the: soul". The state is that in which the soul
in entirely purged of all sensual desires, all cravings
after the things of this life and aberrations of the will
from the yearning toward God. This removal of the soul
from the constant temptation permits it to go forward into
a quest for God. The night permits the purgation which
prepares the soul for the final union with God. With the
mystic he is under a cloud of unknowing, he is guided
entirely by the divine v/ill which is the object of his
struggle for attainment.
Now stripped of all that in the past has filled his
life with evil and wandering from the truth, he faces the
justice of God. The fancies and poetising which character-
ized his more youthful days have given way. He stands ready
to be used as the Maker sees fit.
For a fleeting moment the poet sees "half -glimpsed"
,
the towers of Eternity. As with all mystics the vision is
very brief. God hi" self has sounded the trumpet of Eter-
nity which the poet hears, and for a moment rolls back the
mists of time that the soul may catch a glimpse.
In his took "The Rod, the Root and the Flower: Magna
I'oralia, XX, Coventry Pa tin ore writes, "The occasional ex-
altation of faculty of intellectual perception to heights
far above the present ability of the moral nature to follow
is a fact of every man's experience. In the mass of mankind
these states of perceptive exaltation are extremely rare.

The visits of the Angels to them are few and far between;
but they ere always frequent and bright enough to fix them-
selves forever in the memory, and to ts'e away all excuse on
the plea of ignorarce, for striving of true life."
The interpretation of the figure, "enwound with glooming
robes purpurea
1
M is rather difficult. "Thether the poet in-
tended to convey the idea of physical death or death to the
"self ?s seen in Christ" is difficult of determination. In
his interpretation of the poem the Reverend Francis P. Le-
Buffe proposes an interpretation which considers the figure
as a symbol of death to self as seen in Christ's spirit.
That interpretation is consistent with the consolirg and
strengthening effect upon the soul which the poet felt.
The end of the pben finds the soul under the protecting
hand of the Pursuer:
"Halts by me that footfall
Is my gloom, after all,
Shade of His hand, outstretched caressingly?
'Ah, fondest, blirdest, weakest,
I am He "horn thou seekest.
Thou dravest love from thee, who dravest Me.' "
"Hound of Heaven" Line 179-182

2. The Anthem of Earth
In this wonderful poem which deals with the glorifi-
cation of death, we catch glimpses of a ray of hope which
flashes forth at tiros relieving the dark night toward
which Thoirpson feels he is going. It was written when
Thompson was feeling that he was doomed not to write very
much more poetry: "The Anthem seems in its mood to recon-
cile the fierce impetuosity and sonorus eloquence of Donne,
the unsentimental earth- or ship of Goethe and Meredith find
the ultimate solution, through "Pontifical Death" of Chris-
tian faith". With a wonderful clarity of vision and struc-
tural effect of climax building, Thompson traces the spirit
ual progress off man's nature.
The Proemion is a magnificent use of imagery to tes-
tify as to the place of the earth in the arrangement of
the universe. With a lofty conception of the earth's rela-
tion to the heaven whose unstaled eyes it will amaze, the
poet closes the introduction with another reference to the
same fear of death which constantly creeps into his poetry-
the death of the poet's creative powers.
In Stanza One the poet sings of the state in which we
come into this earth, not "trailing clouds of glory" as
with Wordsworth [ £ "Ode on Intimation of Immortality" hut in
utter nesc " entnes s , " " re cone into the world little realiz-
ing the dependence which is to mark our stay here. ™e are
* "Thompson- -Poet of Heaven in Earth", I'.egroz, Page 164

not cognizr-nt of our penury when we come. For life, for
these fleshly bodies we pre indebted to Mother Earth, and
from her must beg these "lendings" with "fresh and still-
petitionary tears."
In a little joy we rejoice in Her, not realizing that
we are sentenced to life. We turn from Eer grave consider-
ations to her lighter aspects of Mature. We sport her, re-
velling in her gsyety. Here the poet seems for a "brief
,
space to be disparaging the light and joyousness of the
first part of "Sister Songs" and other poems of his earlier
writing before his grave attitude toward life became so
pronounced. He turns to a gay participation in the worship
not of nature alone, but that of the Author- of Nature.
"Then while I wore thy sore insignia
In a little joy, Earth, in a little joy;
Loving thy beauty in all creatures born of thee
Children, and the sv/eet-es senced body of woman
Feeling not yet upon my neck thy foot,
But breathing warm of thee as infant's breathe
New from their T'other' s morning bosom." •
In that quotation we catch several of the symbols which
occur most frequently ; n his poems: the symbolism of spirit
ual childhood and its attendant concernment with the merely
beautiful In nature; woman in whom he conceived Our Lady
receiving earthly representation; the infant at his mother'
breast. The latter symbol occurs very frequently in Thomp-
son's poetry; the poet conceived of himself in his attitude
• The Anthem of Earth" . Thompson, lire 55-61
*
to the Virgin Queen as an infant turning toward his mother.
So much does his poetry emphasize his concernment with the
maternal love that the reader misses r'uch of the strong
masculinity that characterizes his brother mystic, Richard
Cl»s shaw
.
"In a little thought" we learn cf earth's meaning.
Through suffering and the deeper insight w' ich it brings
we learn to see earth as, a brightness against a d^rk real-
ity wh5 ch awaits us in death
a
"'That is this Kan, thy darling kissed and cuffed,
Thov. lustingly engender 1 st,
To sweat, &nd make his brag, and rot,
Crowned ith all honor and all shamefulness?
From nightly towers
He dogs the secret footsteps of the heavens,
Sifts in his hards the stars, weighs them as
gold-dust,
And yet he is successive unto nothing.
But patrimony of a little mold
And entail of four planks. w#
As in "The Hound of Heaven", the poet is entirely subjective
in his reactions. His symbols and imagery are the result of
experiences which he has known. There are reflections of
his unhappy experiences. There are reflections of his un-
happy hours which he came to know on the streets of London
as ell as the happy hours which he spent with the Keynells.
Idem line 101-110
*
Even his exp€ riences a., a student reflected in the oor'~
geous line "arrassed in purple like the house of kings". #1
As one reads the following lines he can picture the un-
happy Thompson wandering about the streets, mingling with
the scum of mankind, tortured by disease, yet
" i k holds on
Though all the land of light be widowed,
In a little thought." #8
,ffith the poet it 1 s the integrity of his own soul which
he maintains through all the uncertainties which confront
him.
In a little strength v.e come to bear the sorrows and
tragedies of life. The strength which comes to us through
tribulation enables us to hold fast tc the worship which is
instilled in our hearts. The turbulent joy of youth goes,
along with its certainty of good in all. In its place comes
the fear of approaching death joined with the changing of
the brilliant torch of youth to the lamp of age which burns
feebly. In the following lines, Thompson shows how his
spirit Is closely allied with that of the seventeenth cen-
tury poets, "'ith a magnificent figure he shows the idea of
the Supreme Being surmounting all creation and all thought
with an hierachical descent to the common things of nature:
"Not to such eyes
Uneuphra sled .ith tears, the hierarchical
Vision lies unoccult.. rank under ran 1-
Through all create down-wheeling, from the Throne
•Line 120
--•Line 140-142

Even to the bases of the pregnant ooze,
This is the enchantment, this the exaltation,
The all compensating wonder,
Giving to common thirds wild kindred
With the gold-tesserate floors of Jove;
LirVing such heights and such humilities
Hand in hand in ordinal dances,
That I do think my tread,
Stirring the blossoms in the meadow-grass,
Flickers the unwithering stars." It
In those lines we see the true poet of earth and Heaven j
;
the poet who sees his vision in its true perspective and
devotes his very effort to write only what the vision dic-
tates .
"In a little sight" which we gain through faith there
comes belief by which we are enabled to pass from the
things of earth into the things of the spirit. We are able
to comprehend more truly the realization of body and spirit.
In this stanza, Thompson has spiritualized the findings of
modern science. The great contribution of science probing
the dark mysteries has been to reveal a definite plan work-
ing out from the seeming chaos. Thompson links up the idea
of immortality and the scientist's oonception of death as
but a stage in the process of being; the finding life ex-
isting in decay and dissolution. These findings of science
but strengthen the faith of the mystic that a divine being
« Idem line 179-192
m linB 198-295

orders the universe. Through his attempt to reconcile
evil and. good, pain and pleasure, Thompson evolves a
divine recompense. He returns to the conception of "The
Hound of Heaven" that all to which he turns in an attempt
to flee from the pursuer is hut "His hand out-stretched
caressingly". In Thompson there is no scorning of the real
scientists.- Rather does he belabor the pseudo-scientist
and the determinist.
"In s little dust" #] earth reclaims man as her own.
She takes back that which she gave him, a birth. Nothing
can resist the e'ecay of po. er, even the great monsters of
the past ages have gone down into the dust. Even man's super-
stitions are but temporary and will eventually vanish. It
is interesting to rcte in the lines how uncor sciously Thomp-
son prophecied the terrible world war, which came twenty
years after the publication of this poem. Assuredly Thomp-
son must have been closely in touch with the militaristic
spirit of Euroxe during the latter years of the Nineteenth
Century.
"In a little peace" *2 man receives the pest which has
been his desert. The being which was imposed upon him is
rebated. In death all become equal. All slip into and be-
come free in, the ceremony of "Death's unglentle buffet"
which "alone m^Ves ceremonial manumission". All together
we draw into a region where "the fiery pomps and brave ex-
halations" are forgotten. In death we release all "the
1 Idem line 259-295
*2 line 296 - end
(
78
glistening sands of the seeming world":
"Death, wherewith' s fined
The muddy wine of life; that earth doth purge
Of her plethora of nan; Deatil, that doth flush
The cumbered gutters of humanity:
Pontifical Death, that doth the crevasse bridge
To the steep and trifid God; one mortal birth
That broker is of immortality."
At the conclusion of the poem with an unusually pre-
scient vision Thompson resigns himself to a physical and
creative death.
The group of poems which comprise "Sight and Insight"
in which "The Anthem of Earth" forms the last poem, was
Thompson's final great contribution to Catholicism. His
scattering poems whj ch followed never reached such sustained
heights as did the poems of this group. All too soon the
feared creative sterility came and his poetry ceased of
product icn
.
"The Hound of Heaven" and "The Anthem of Larth" are
his two most representative poems. The one picturing the
flight of the soul from the pursuing God, the second re-
vealing the poet's conception of immortality which rises
above the darkness and the gloom of death. His ability
to maintain his strong faith in a divinity above the tragedies
and futilities of the world as well as his very sincere
• Idem line 336-339
line 347-349

belief that God is in very close union with him as a
protector end comforter are what constitute his claims
to fame.
He has searched heaven and earth for the syrbols
with which to clothe his vision and from earth end the
ritual and liturgy of the Catholic Church has charted
regions which bring heaven closer tc the heart of man,
and man closer to God.
rc
3. "The Orient Ode"
The "Orient Ode" is an example of Thompson's ability
to adapt the liturgy of the Catholic Church to his demands
as a poet. The "Orient" refers to Christ to whom is ad-
dressed the poem. He is considered the giver of not only
life but ceath as well, both joy and sorrow. As the Sun he
is to give of all light that radiates from him. He is both
destroyer and preserver.
Thompson must have received his inspiration from many
sources. There are traces of the liturgy of Holy Saturday,
lines modelled on the Scriptures, as well as references to
Zeus and Phosphor whidh are of course, mythological. His
conception of Christ is not original; it is drawn from the
Scriptures, as well as Cathol'c prayers. The poets admits
that the poem was written soon after Easter and therefore
reflects much of the liturgy of Holy Saturday.
In the opening -lines of the poem the poet describes
the liturgy of the CathoJ ic Church in the celebrat ion of
the Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. As he describes
the rising of the sun, the East is the sanctuary into which
the priest enters in the form of Day. The sacred Host which
he removes fror the tabernacle is the sun. The procession
in which the priest marches is the journey of the sun to-
7/ard the ".'est. Twilight the acolyte assists Day to unvest:
"Lo, in the sanctueried East,
Day, a dedicated priest

From out its Orient tabernacle drawn,
Yon orbed sacrament confest
Whlpb sprinkles benediction through the dawn;
And when the grave procession's ceased,
The earth .vith due illustrious rite
Blessed, - ere the frail fingers featly
Of twilight, violet-easspeked acolyte,
His sacredotal stores unvest
Sets, for high close of the mysterious feast,
The sun in august exposition meetly
7/ithin the flaming monstrance of the "/est."
Throughout the entire poem he maintains his magnificent
identification of the solar system with Christ. Ke addresses
them as the "divine assaulter". With a daring beauty he
conceives of the moon as the ruined Kve. He bids the sun
leave the contemplation of her end turn to the contemplation
of Earth--"a joyous David, dances before thee from dawn to
dark"
.
With felicitous symbolism the poet shows the sun look-
ing upon the earth as God looked upon Mary--the one brought
forth the Christ, the other brought forth the beauties of
the external nature. He considers the attempts of the
earth to deck herself in "her lowly loveliness" tc be at-
tractive in the eyes of her Lover giving back to Him "in
sanctities of flower" his love.
The heavens confess His majesty. Through a series of
contrasting figures the poet shows the intense delights of

the heaven & in God's greatness:
"Thy formidable s.veets approve
Thy dreads and thy delights confess,
That do draw and do confess."
The sun figures as a lion pursuing the planets which whirl
in their orbits from the "pursuant approaches of his face.
"Pricked with terror, leashing with longing
Thy rein they love, and thy rebuke they situn."
The poet addresses the Sun as the "Giver of Love, and
Beauty and Desire". Through a long series of figures prais-
ing th r power of the Sun he builds up the conception of Him
as the giver of all light and power just as He is the author
of his own poetic ability to reveal to mankind the truth of
the mysteries of Christ's being.
Constantly Thorp son uses the dual figure of "destroyer"
and "preserver"-- minister of sickness and health, the giver
of life to Earth "that she may dance and live". The familiar
figure of Christ and His spouse, the Church, are used here
to represent the origin of the sacraments which have been
formed to renew the truth of earth and heaven in Christ's
truth.
Every morning the Sun renews the innocence of the earth
and heaven after :-
"Our darkened search
And sinful vigil desolate
Yea, biune in imploring dumb,
Essential Heaven and Corporal Earth await.
* "The Orient Ode, lines 182-185
c
the poet concludes the poem with lines which reflect the
mystic faith, albeit the mystic 1 s vision may not thine
forth as clearly as it has on other occasions. With an
unswerving conviction the poet proclaims the omnipresence
of God and Christ. In all of the symbols drawn from nature
in the mighty liturgical symbols which he has given to the
"Light r ut of Light", he reaffirms the omnipotence and omn?
presence of God.
He has identified Christ with myriad manifestations
of the Sun's power and l'fe-giving value. With a poetic
fcrir borrowed from Patmore, Thompson ha? created a magni-
ficent affirmation of faith in Christ everywhere, and of
the poet's ability to see him in vision.
In th 11 t oem Thompson has mingled daring symbolic uses
cf the different phases of Nature, and the services of the
Catholic Church, with old, time-worn symbols used by all
Mystics. There is a recurrence of the theme of flight used
in "The Hound of Heaven" although it does rot provide .the
theme for the poem. The subjective feeling of humiliation
and fraility is not so apparent as in many of the other
poems. The strains of Thompson's own suffering and uncer-
tairt:* are rendere^ less obstrusive. Rather the poet is
lifted in a rapture of seeing to where Christ appears to
him as symbolic of one of the most awe-inspiring phases of
the Universe, the solar system.

IV [TENDENCIES IN RECENT MtSHCAL
CATHOLIC POETRY.
SEKERAL TENDENCIES
Chapter I
The splendid renascence of Catholic poetry was in
full swing v/hen Thompson in the essay "Shelley" expressed
his longing for the former days when poetry was "the lesser
sister and helpmate of the church; the minister to mind, as
the Church to the soul*. The members of the Pre-Raphaelite
group were not Catholics, yet their movement was connected
with the awakened interested in Catholic poetry. They at-
tempted to restore to art and letters some of the glory of
the days before the advent of what is called the Reforma-
tion. One of the group, at least, was Catholic in all but
definite affiliation with the Church. That man was Dante
Gabriel Rossetti.
Coventry Patmore carried the theories of the Pre-
Raphaelite group to their logical conclusion just as New-
man had exerted every effort to carry out the Tractarian
principles. Coventry Fatmore, a convert to Catholicism
found in his religious belief inspiration for all of his
greatest poetry. Fatmore^ disciple, Francis Thompson,
was born in the Catholic faith, but received much of his
greatest influence from his master. In Thompson we find
the poet and artist happily joined in the mission of further-
ing the revival of Catholic poetry. Just how long lived that
c
was to be we shall soon see.
A survey cf the field of Catholic poetry that has
been written since the da -s of Francis Thompson reveals
few, if any, poets who can be considered as true disciples
of "the poet of heaven and earth". There are numberless
poets who reflect traces of his influence in scattering
portions of individual poems yet fail to show any debt to
him in any considerable degree. His contributions have been
made to the field of Catholic poetry in general rather than
to individuals.
In his anthology of Catho'iic poets, Shane Les.l ie states
"Coventry Patmore and Francis Thompson wrote because they
were Catholic and Catholic poetry flows to their high-water
mark and then recedes". A survey cf Catholic poetry in
general has revealed that in many respects Leslie is only
too true in his estimates of the Catholic poetry that has
emerged since the latter part of the nineteenth Century.
There are isolated examples of poets who have shown an ap-
proach to mystical tendencies yet in all too many instances
they have either veered into pseudo-mysticism or have pro-
duced a smugly complacent typ r of poetry that is entirely
devoid of the true spirit that actuated the greater mystical
poets of the Catholic Church.
One searches in vain among Thompson's contemporaries
and immediate successors for a great minstrel with a true
vision that governs his song. "The Decadents" coming at
ft "An Anthology of Catholic poets"
The KacMillan Company, 1926
c
the close of the Nineteenth Century reveal a hasty desire
to repent and be received back into the church before death
overtakes them. As one reads the poems of Oscar ^'ilde he
sees enough of the approach toward the mystical to cause
him to realize that there might have come fror that source
some poetry of true vision had not uneven temperament and
unwind genius conspired to wreck his life. Of such figures
as Aubrey de Vere ore is led to the conclusion that his
vision was not sufficiently sustained nor was there suffi-
cient warnth of color in his poetry to give him the true
mystical nature which all great Catholic poetry possesses.
Katherire Tynan has written a considerable amount of
poetry, much of it altogether too facile, yet all of it ex-
ceedingly well done. Her friendship with Thompson is the
only link which we can make between the two poets. Their
works differ widely in their intrinsic worth, as well as
in their form and spirit. She has been very closely iden-
tified with the Renaissance of Irish Literature and .''.ike
many others of that group she has been so busy attempting
+ o re-establish the authentic Irish tradition in literature
that she has not contributed greatly to the poetry of the
r ystical approach to God.
Lionel Johnson is another example of a Catholic poet
of a lesser vision. He was by nature a student and recluse.
In his poetry he has reflected his love of cloisteral si-
lences and the solitude of his study. "In my library", he
r
said, "I have all the knowledge of the world I need." His
mind reconstructed for him the past, especially the medieval
past. Saint Thomas and Saint Francis stirred him consider-
ably. His soul longed for the ardors of the true mysticism.
He mingled in his poetry a longing for the fear of the dark
anger of God, with various symbols of mysticism which his
study of the mystics had given him. His poetry reflected
the singer who sang notes which were re-echoes of divine
melody which he ha d caught from other mystical writings
rather than a clear soaring melody of his own. In short
he lacked most of the qualities that the true Catholic
mystic possesses.
An example of his poetry may be seen in the following:
M7/ould that with you I were imparadised
White Angels around Christ,
That, by the borders of the eternal sea,
Singing, I too might be.
Where reigns the Victor Victim, and His Eyes
Control Eternities,
Immortality your music flows in sweet
Stream round the Wounded Feet;
And rises to the Wounded Hands; and then
Springs to, the Home of Men,
The ,,rounded Heart; And there in flooding praise
Circles, and sings, and stays. w*
"De Profundi s"

There is much of the scholarly expression of a spir-
itual yearning in the poem, yet one feels a lack of the
strong personal conviction that characterized such a poet
as Thompson in his most lofty flights of song.
As one turns the pages of anthologies of Catholic
poetry he is confronted with rather an impossible task of
finding great mystical poems in the contributions of recent
times. There are here and there, however, certain poets
who, more than others, have caught the spirit in varying
degrees
.
One is tempted to linger over the poetry of the Irish
poets who have grown out of the Irish revival of literature.
Two of them, fhe greatest poet-;- of modern Ireland, are not
considered in t v'is study for two important reasons, (1) they
are not Catholics, (2) their poetiy is not representative of
true mysticism. The two poets in question are '.Villiam Butler
Yeats and A. E. Yeats is a representative of a school of his
own. His mysticism partakes of the nature of that vague,
elusive quality in which the object of his. vision is ob-
scured by his slightly blurred imagery. At no time does
his poetry shine forth with the clarity of vision and the
certainty of inspiration that characterizes Thompson. He
is not disturbed by the soul-wrenching disquietude which
concerns the great mystics. Rla mysticism is a very beauti-
ful thing from the technical standpoint, yet the lack of
clarity causes him to be classed more nearly with the pseudo-
mystic 'vfho confounds vagueness with mystery, than with the

mystic whose work may be mysterious with a certain clarity
which does not partake of the nature of mere toying with
symbols. Any poet whose mysticism is so much a result of
his definite striving after artistic effect is incapable
of clear, unobstructed vision. The conception of sheer
beauty is not spiritual attainment.
w*ith A. E. we find mysticism more a definite part of
his nature, yet again we must relegate him to the class of
the pseudo-mystical. He also has failed to differentiate
between the merely vague and the truly mysterious . His
conscious striving after vision does not come as a result
of the realization that there is sn awful driving force
that is constantly urging his creation of the symbolic ex-
pression of bis vision. The careful reader detects in his
studied melancholy and shadowy twilight effects, a wearied
philosophy that is devoid of the true realization of a cer-
tain union with the object of his search.

Chapter II.
"A Definite Consideration of Three Mystical Poets"
Probably one of the outstanding Irish spirits who has
caught in some degree the spirit of Francis Thorp son is
the young martyr poet, Joseph Plunkett, who was shot by the
British government ~*n 1916 after the Easter uprising in
Ireland.
One finds many conscious imitations of the older poet
in his writings. Yet he never lived to attain the sus-
tained vision end lofty conceptions of Thompson. Ad the
time of his death he was just beginning to give promise of
the possible greatness that was truly his.
In Plunkett 1 s writings one finds many time expressions
of mysticism. Himself a discerning cr:"tic, he considered
only a few cf his poems truly mystical. Yet we find him
making use of the mystical symbolism broadcast, while he is
finding his way about in the rather confusing apprenticeship
which the youthful poet must serve in becoming familiar with
his chosen medium.
As with Thompson, there was a very rich Catholic 1 aok-
ground for the Irish poet. His father and mother, Count
and Countess Plunkett, gave their son a literary heritage
that was a fusion of two exce"H-*ngly intense Catholic na-
tures as well as creative in spirit. His education was re-
ceived at Belvedere College, Dublin Catholic University.
At Stonyhurst College followed a two years Philosophy course

during which he became very much interested in Scholastic
Philosophy. He was very much influenced by the mystical
contemplation of "the loving incliration toward God". He
was a constant reader of books dealirg with such mystics
as St. Francis, St. Teresa, John Tauler, and. St. John of the
Cross. Many of these exerted a powerful influence on his
later poetry.
As was Thorp son Plunkett was a sufferer from a weak con-
stitution. i:/"ith his mother he spent considerable time travel-
ing in Italy, Sicily and Malta as well as Algeria. During
his travels he was broadening his knowledge of languaged
,
particularly Arabian.
Before starting on his travels Plunkett met Thomas Mac-
Donagh who was teaching at Saint Edna's JJathfarnham, in con-
nection with P.H.Pearse. From MacDonagh, Plun 1 ett learned
the Irish language to assist him in his matriculation at the
National University. In 1911 was published "The Circle and
the Sword" which is a selection of poems from the writings
of Plunkett as made by Ms fMend end instructor, Thomas
I'acDoragh. The outstanding poems fro- this volume are "My
Soul is sick with longing", "I Saw the Sun at Midnight,
Rising Red", as well as "The Stars Sang in God's Garden".
Plunkett lived in Donnybrook with his sister, Geraldine,
for two and a half years after his return from Algiers. He
became very friendly with the two men, Pearse and MacDonagh,
but other than them he knew hardly anyone. In 1913 he became

interested in the "Irish Review" which had been started by
Professor Houston who was associated with James Stephens,
Thomas MacDonagh and Fadriac Colum. In June 1913 PlunVett
became editc of the publication. Until the time of its
seizure by the government in 1914, the paper published ar-
ticles and other contributions by leading Irish writers
whon the editor interested in any of the cause which the
paper defended. Among the most famous contributors were
Joseph Campbell, Lord Dunsary, Darrell Figgis, W. M. Letts,
Seumas 0' Sullivan, as well as those named above.
From the time of his coming to live at Donnybrook, Plun-
kett and MacDonagh worked in a close affiliation. Their
critical standards and judgments were very similar, both
possessing cle cr definite ideas concerning the work which
they were considering.
The two men were also connected with the foundation
of the "Irish Theatre" which was started in 1914 by Edward
Martyn and the two other men.
After Plunkett'a death his sister made a definite col-
lection of his poems. From the collection she removed all
poems that showed too much immaturity as well as those
which she believed were not true poetry
It is not difficult to trace in the poet's works the
marks of a true mystic. One of his rest authentic expres-
• "The Poems of Joseph Maria PlunVett"
Frederick A. Stokes Com pa y 1916

sions of the mystic's experience is to be found in the poem
"The Dark Way" included in the group of poems "Occulta"
which appeared after the poet's death.
In the stanzas which follow, one catches the uncertain%y
and dilemma which faces the poet:
"But who shall lose all things in one
Shut out from. Heaven and the pit,
Shall lose the darkness and the sun
The finite and the infinite;
And who shall see in one small flower
The chariots and the tl rones of might
Shall be in peril from that hour
Of blindness and the endless night."
The poet's uncertainty grips him as is cast between
the known and the unknown. . Both Heaven and Hell are open
to his vision. Yet with a final decision he enters the
dark and mystic way which is to lead to the final union:
"Now have I chosen in the dark
The desolate way to walk alone;
Yet strive to keep alive one sp; rk
Of your known grace and grace unknown."
The poet continues his contrasting of the seen and the un-
seen as he implores the Spirit:
"And when I leave you lest my love
Should seal your spirit's ark with clay
Spread your bright wings, shining dove,
But my way is the darkest way."

The certainty of his choice as well a: his strong
determination to follow the difficult vision validates his
song. There is no mere resiismation to whatever rray chance
to befall him; lie exerts a very definite choice. One sees i
the poet's work the sare search for beauty and its recogni-
tion a s occurs in many of Thompson 1 s poems. It is a beauty
which comes through the sorrow which he experiences—an
awful beauty which the objects of his contempl&tion inspire-
a beauty which is less adorned in its expressior than is
that of Thompson's. As does Thompson, Plun 1 ett realizes
that his way rust be in solitude. There must i:e a denial
of human companionship.
In "0 Seals of Thunder" the poet sings of the truth
which so many people can never hope to realize, because
"They say I sirg in secrets--they have ears
But do not hear; eyes but do not sec
Truth's naked beauty in her panoply,
Their eyes are blinded with its splendid
spears .
"
There ere those people who cann ot know his truth be-
cause they consider it a secret to all but him. They lack
the ears to herr of the spirit of truth which he so fully
knows. Their eyes cannot see Truth as she should be seen.
They do not know that the naked beauty of Truth is her cloth
ing. They cannot understand, because in their conception
of truth they see only the intellectual struggles which they
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believe she involves, not realizing that the true spiritu-
al- vision sees beyond al] apparent difficulties of mere
existence
.
These opening lines are reflected in the essay by the
poet, "Obsurity and Poetry"
:
"The artist's task la to make others see; for all art
is revelation. This he does chiefly by the great instrument
of inspiration, Choice. Ee chooses the portion or ihase of
Truth that he is to reveal, and he chooses the veils that
must impose in o-> ;der to make that truth visible— if his
vision is powerful and his inspiration deep, he will choose
to scale the topless pea' s of beauty and attempt to set down
the splendour of the spreading plains of Truth." #
Lest there be obscurity in the vision the poet will
fit such symbols as will give to his readers a comprehen-
sion of what he is saying:
,,T
.7ith shadowy syrbols fitted to their fears
Now will I clothe a visible mystery
j
Yet none shall understand the prophecy
Save you, nor pay the tribute of their tears."
The poet's use of symbolism is one of his chief func-
tins. With conscious effort he attempts to so adjust his
svmbolism as to make visible the invisible: so that the
truth may be visible in whatever manifestations it will as-
sume. "An artist is one who has the power of unveiling Nature
• "The Poems of J. M. Plunkett"

(her truths) only substitute the veils of art." "The vision
of the artist is of such a kind that it penetrates the veils
and thus can view the realities underlying them that other-
wise could not be confronted. It is through his art that the
poet sees." •
"But you will understand me, for I speak
First to your heart, then to your soul in song
Spreading its golden pennons for the strong,
Sriting like sunrise on the snowy peak
Of glory and to ycu the stars belong
And all the glowing splendours that I seek."
His %, uch longer poem, "Heven in Hell" bears a very close re-
semblance to the work of Francis Thompson, both in imagery
and spirit. It ranks not far be low "The Hou d of Heaven"
as the development of a man's nature. In his poem the
cuest for God is of course the converse of Thompson's flight
from the feet "that followed, followed after" • With Plun-
kett it is a constant search, with a spirit of humility
which shares none of the utter abjection of Thompson. The
younger poet is striving to join the eternal spirit:
"You are the Standard of High Heaven
The Banner brave towards which I've striven
To force my way-- to seize and hold
The citadel of the city of gold
I rust attain the Flag of Love
Blazoned with the eternal Dove."
• Idem

Plunkett turned to nature, "to such high mysteries" and
"this deep dim cesign" not as a means of escaping the terrible
pursuit but as a means of interpreting the mysteries. He r.akes
his choice to travel with the band
"Of Heaven's adventurers that seek
To climb the never-conquered peak
In solitude by their own might.
In the dark innocence of night
I fought unknown inhuman foes
And left them in their battle-throes."
It is not difficult to recognize the approaching step of
illumination which the poet is approaching as the first step
in the true mystic process:
" there I stood.
To see you, till the morning-flood
Burst from the sky—but your sunrise
Striking my unaccustomed eyes
Smote them to darkness, and I turned
. And stumbled towards the night."
jn several lines of matchless simplicity and sincerity the
poet describes the terrible "period of purgation"— "the night
of unknowing". Tortured with the sin which he had crushed
before, wracked by returning temptations, he rises determined
to fight until he can overcome them:
"To fight them on the moon floors of Hell
Where solely they're assailsble."

He accepts their challenge to fight and begins the constant
struggle against them until at last there begins to break
a gleam of hope:
"Today, thoigh dimly, I do see
My vision has come Lack to me.
And I have learned iii deepest Hell
Of Heavenly mysteries to tell.
But I also torn between
The things unseen and the things seen,
I alone of the sovls I know
In Hell and Heaven am high and low,
High in Heaven and lev/ in Hell;
'From pit and pack inaccessible
To all but Satan and seraphim
My song gains pov/er and grows more grim."
In the above lines one hears echoes of Thompson's
"Ah, court, '.'/or Id, my cost
Ah, count, World, thy gain
For thou has nothing gained but I have lost."
and again:
"These tidings from the vast to bring
Needeth not doctor nor divine,
Too -veil, too well
My flesh doth know the heart perturbing thing;
That dread theology alone
Is mine,
Most native and my own;
rr
And ever with victorious t<~il
When I have made
Of the deific peaks dim escalada,
fl!y soul with anguish and recoil
Doth like a city in an earthqna>e roc -!-,
As at my fV:et the abyss is cloven then,
With deeper menace thar for other men,
Of my potential comradeship with r-ine;
That all my conquered skies do grow a hollow rock,
My fearful powers retire,
No longer strong,
Reversing the shock banners of their song." w
Plunkett's indebtedness to Thompson is self-evident in
the selections which we have quoted. However, we find the
Irish poet reicici ng ir. the return of his powers of creation
to him. The elder poet is haunted constantly by the fear that
his powers of writing are deserting him- -that the well is dry-
ing up at the source. Thai was a fear which was to receive
certification during the last "ears of Thompson's life when
the toll exacted by his hardships and the use of opium was
to take effect. It is difficult to find any reference to t! e
fear on the part of riunkett that his muse is deserting him.
He was too young at the time of ^ : s composition of Ms poems.
Furthermore he had passed through none of the searing experi-
ences which had stamped themselves on Thompson's personality.
It is true that Piunkett* s greatest work lay before him at
the time of his execution. Whereas Thompson's verse writing

had consumed only a very short space of tine, Thompson had
shown the longer- and more sustained vision. Eis verse re-
flected a more variable use of symbolism. His artistry in the
use of words is not equalled by Plun'i ett's. His wild passion
of renunciation and bitter desolation reflects more thorough
self-searching than does Plunett's poetry. He seems to have
furnished Plun 1 ett with inspiration without exerting so pow-
erful an influence as to c^lcr his lofty assertion of the
final victory in the Union, which is the final stage of the
mystical process, or as Evelyn Underhill has referred to it,
"The unitive way";
The mystical nature of I'acBonagh' s poetry lacks much
of the melancholy and bitter renunciation of Thompson's verse.
His thinking is colored by the beauty and joy of life which
surges through all his writings. His darker moods are less
the ascetic scourging of his soul than reactions from the ex-
treme rapture which the beauty of all nature arouses in hirr
.
There is none of the constant dwelling on his past evil or
lamentation for his inability to see to the extreme heights;
he is iot tortured by uncertainty of visio:-. His mysticism
grows out cf his own personality rather than from any defin-
ite failure to adjust himself to life. Like Plunkett he
was concerned with, the cause of Irish independence and had no
cause for bitter remembrance for the wasted years that all
but dessieated Thompson's genius. By nature MacDonagh was a
happy poet. He lived almost constantly in the atmosphere of
rc
happy vision which Thompson achieved only in his earlier
poems before deeth warned him of the temporary nature
of mortal existence.
His greatest mystical poems are to be found in the
group "The Book of Images". The first poem of which is
autobiographical. It is too long to quote in t:is connec-
tion, yet certain stanzas reveal a truly mystical conep-
tior of the function of the poet:
"I who austerely spent
My days of youth, nor lent
The j ourney 1 s of my j oy
To youth's employ,
T,/ho sacred held my life
Apart from casual strife
Striving to comprehend
Life's first and end." #
Through the "watches grin." of winter mornings, he
was "Life inscrutable". In the spring he heard the music
of cre-.tion. Through "ancient images", the chalice and
the vine", "the tree of knowledge divine", the trampling,
ploughing team", images nature revealed to him. He was
"The child with rapturous voice
Singing, Farewell, Rejoice
Singing the joy of death
The gate beneath,
•"The Poetical "'crks of Thomas MacDonagh
Frederick A. Stokes Company - 1916

The flowers of heaven and earth
The moons of death ard birth,
The seasons of the soul,
The world's that roll--
The soaring Seraphim
The God -wise Cherubim, --
Forms of beauty and love
I saw above.
The phases of the night
Of God in mortal sight
I sa\/ in God's forethought
Fashioned and wrought.
Now wrought in spirit and clay,
The rare and common day,
And shown in symbol and sign
Of p ow er divine".
In the poem "0 Star of iJeath* FacDcragh reiterates the
sort of faith in 1 ife beyond death, that formed the theme of
Thompson's poetry. The darkness which surrounds so much of
the earth is but a symbol of the true meaning which i.e beyond
the s oul 1 s c cmprehension
:
"As the ide infinitude
Is beyond the sir of earth."

All this life symbolizes the life beyond tie- th and its a-
wakening. It is a supreme joy almost beyond belief. The
soul loses nothing in its transition from life into eter-
nal happiness. Man dreads this death which "ends one span,
that another may begin". With false fear he sees in the end
of life a cessation of everything rather than s beginning of
the scope of "true life, which is a going
"At its end not a coming
That the heart shrinks from the numbing
Fall of der^th, but does not gror e
Blindly to new joy or gloom "
In "The Golden Joy" T.IacDonagh bursts into rapturous ex-
altation of the poet's mission which enables him to reveal
to mankind the glorious beauty which attends the love of God
through Christ. Through the "rathe rose" and the "lily's
hope" he feels the call that came to Christ from "beauty's
natural shrine," into the "space beycrd of holiness, the ether
of the rapture of high God". His triumphant song rejoices
in the glad season of the Golden Jo: r , when the ecstasy of
Joy and Peace shall find the hearts of all men who have
steeped their senses ir the flowers and filled their veins
with the greet vvr'r.e. i th these glorious nature symbols
hacDonagh foresees the time when it shall come to those who
have joined in
"The perfect passion of the heart of God,
The rapture of the beaut:?- of the world,

The rapture of eternity of bliss."
the opportunity to
"See no winters and shall feel no rains
But joy perpetual in the Land of God."
MacDor.agh has caught very nnidh of the rapturous beauty
f "The Song of Songs" in "The Golden Joy". His conception
of God's omnipresence and omnipotence is couched in such
magnificent beauty that v/e fail to notice its simplicity and
directness. There is none of the frigidity which marks some
of Thompson's attempts at highly impassioned writing, nor is
his language so heavily luxuriant with jewelled expressions.
He seems to have steered a middle course between the austere
beauty of Alice Meynell's verse and the richly ornate lines
of Thompson.
T^ere is no resembl? cne to Thompson save in the older
poet's "Sister Sorgs". Sven then the res- mblance is slight.
His treatment of nature is that of a natural manner of sym-
bolizing God and his manifestations. He does net find it
necessary to clothe the aspects of nature in such ritualis-
tic and liturgical implications as Thompson uses. With
KacDonagh the objects themselves draw the observer closer
to the heart of all being.
MacDonagh' s work had just begun at the time of his ex-
ecution. Probably he would h» T-e soared higher had he lived
longer. It is difficult to say what the trends in recent
thought would have done to his muse. Perhaps it is just as
well that we have no v/ay of knowing.
r
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The poetry of Alice Meynell v/ill always be caviar to
the general reader. Her fastidious use of the English Lan-
guage coupled with a loftiness of thought that is often aus-
tere causes her lack of appeal for the casual reader. Her
poetry is that of the restrained emotion ard reticent expres-
sion .
The most characteristic quality of Mrs. Meynell 1 a poet-
ry is her note of renunciation. With an unsparing judgment
she renounces all excess, all rapturous emotion, in order that
she may see clearly a few ultimates that are the oasis of
her religion. At no tine does she even approach the bitter
sadness and passionate renunciation that characterizes her
friend, Francis Thompson. Always she is tenderly delicate
and exquisite in her surrender of the lower for the higher
good
.
In the poem "After A Parting" Mrs. Meynell revealed the
austerity which shone through her emotion. It was an auster-
ity which often colored her personal life in maintaining the
sacredness of her own individuality against the duties of
family life. The reader cannot help noting how the poet sug-
gest emotion rather than expressing it--in a delicately fin-
ished manner that reveals her great artistry:
"Farewell has long been said; I have foregone thee;
I never name thee even.
But how shall I lean virtue and yet shun thee?
For thou art so near Heaven
That heavenward meditations pause upon thee.
r
Thou dost beset the path to every shrine;
My trembling thought discern
Thy goodness in the good for which I pine;
And, if I turn fro^- but one sin, I turn
Unto a smile o thine.
HOW shall I thrust thee apart
Since all my growth tends to thee night and day-
To thee faith, hope and art?
Swift are the currents settling all one way
They draw my life, my life, cut of my heart."
It is ir that renunciation of the beloved by the lover
that Alice Meynell reveals her mystic vision. Needless to
say that vision is not as sustained as that of Thompson.
All too often the intellectual has drained nearly all of the
emotional from the 7 ines, and the austere, cool thought re-
mains devoid of the true mystical warmth and color of pas-
sion.
Her peironaltiy has moulded her own peculiar vision.
She is in no sense a derivative poet. It is nearly impos-
sible to trace in her poems the influence of any other
poets. They are her own individual expressions of a gravely
rich soul.
She draws from the Roman Breviary for the strengthening
of her vision, just s she draws from Saint Francis of Assisi
Her ascetisrn of spirit carries over into her writing. The
following is one of her greatest poems as well as one of her

sincerest mystical expressions of the soul questioning its
God:
""i/hy wilt thou chide,
Who hast attained to be denied?
Oh learn above
All price is my refusl, Love.
l!y sacred Hay
Was never cheapened by the way;
Thy sirgle sorrow crowns thee lord
Of an unpurcha sable word.
Oh strorg, Oh pure.
As Yea makes happier loves secure,
I vow thee this
Unique rejection of a kiss." ft
Mrs. Ueynell's friendship cith Coventry Patmore was a
very powerful "nfluence in her life. Certain elements of
Patmore' s conception of earthly love as a reflection of
divine love are reflected in her poems. For many years the
friendship remained strong with s constant interchange of
criticism and artistic theory. The love v/hich the two had
for Francis Thompson played a great part in Ms poetical
development. As one reads Thompson's prose works and such
groups of poems as "Love in Dian's Lsp" and the sonnet se-
quence, he realizes 'how great a part her love and encourage-
ment joined with her seldom erring critical judgment, played
in Thompson's poetical rehabilitation and creation.
ft "Why Wilt Thou Chide" -- Complete Edition, Page 62
ft See' also "I Am The Way"- - " " 64

Thompson has glorified her as the Mother of Love and
highest truth in thovj.it • rd speech. To her in all humility-
he turns, craving the love which his renunciation has cost
him. From her he seems to have received a kind yet austere
love that holds in chec' the genius that could so eaily have
gone far astray.
There were many other minor poets living and writing
during the nineties who were influenced by the stream of
Catholicism which gradually arose as a protest against the
failure of many of the writers and scholars of the period
to interpret life both intellectually and spiritually.
Many of the poets found an emotional satisfaction in the
beauty and rich symbolic associations of age-old rituals
and ceremony. The Mass assumed for many of them the daily
miracle of the restoration of spiritual wonder. Many poets
found ins Catholicism an experience transcending all emotion.
The beauty of religion as all essential to a rich living.
The c-rurch stood as a final refuge of beauty and devotion fcr
those whc were about to turn from a world of ugliness and
sin. It was to be turned to, only on occasion, or at the
end of a wordly life. This philosophy was reflected in such
a group as the Aesthetes with their Rhyming Club and the Yel-
low Book. They were a sterile group and their decadence was
marked by no appreciable influence on the field of Catholic
poetry.
Chesterton with his usual paradoxial manner has said
that the definition of the Victorian Age is that Thompson
--•"Ad Amicam", Complete Poetical "'orks, Page 319

"stood outside it". Ee that as it may, a car-efu ; study
has caused the figure of Thorrpson to stand cut a solitary
survival of the great spirit of a medieval age. His divine
songs of earth and heaven have not been re-echoed in later
days to any considerable extent. What the future may pro-
duce we cannot say. The first quarter of a century has as-
suredly failed to produce a great singer who even approaches
Thompson in the field of Catholic poetry. The faith of the
poets of today, especially in the field of religious poetry
has colored their thinking by an "if" that qualifies their
grc-^tness of vision. Materialism and too much stress laid
on naturalism during the opening years of the twentieth cen-
tury have obscured the vision of many singers and laid a
restraining hand on their genius. The singer has become too
conscious of the psychological processes involved in the pro
duct ion of his song. Like the Chinese Emperor, he kills the
nightingale jLn order to discover the source of song. Such
careful scrutiny renders impossible the glorious sweep of
mystical vision end the unswerving . certainty of God's Omnipe
ence vnd Omnipotence. Only with the return of a sincere
faith will poetry ta>:e up again its mission of voicing the
assurance of the soul's union with the creator of its being.

CONCLUSION AND A GENERAL SUMMAHX*.
A study of recent Catholic poetry has revealed certain
very definite conclusions regarding its tendencies. These
conclusions are the result of comparisons and contrasts made
between the poetry of Francis Thompson, end that of several
poets whose worl s have cone into pron'nence since his time.
Of the poets considered, one only, Alice Meynell, had had a
volume of poems published before Thompson^ poems were
published. She has been chosen because of her clear affili-
ation with Thompson. The other poets include two of the
Irish group, Joseph Plunkett and Thomas IviacDonagh, ,vho have
been considered because they represent another phase of
Catholic poetry written in English. Their poems reflect a
more modern attitude in regard to mysticism. For other ex-
pressions of mysticism I have mentioned Lionel Johnson, the
group of "Decadent" or the Aesthetes represented best by
Oscar WJ-lde, Katherine Tynan Hinkson, Dora Sigerson Shorter,
Lawrence Eousman. Mention has been made of two non-cathc-
lics, A. E. and William Butler Yeats, whose works represent
a kind of pseudo-mysticism in which clarity and certainty of
communion . ith G-od are sacrificed to artistry and beauty of
expression.
The study has revealed that the Catholic revival which
started in the middle of the Nineteenth Century as a revolt
against the rationalism and naturalism of the Victorian age

reached its culmination in the poetry of Patmcre and
Francis Thompson. Following them, there were several
second rate poets who seemed to cstch fleeting glii pses
of the mistical vision but none of them are comparable with
Thompson. As far as any influence which he cast on later
poets is concerned, Thompson seems to stand alone. Ke may
have helped to change the poetic symbolism of some of his
successors, yet in the main his influence on them is negli-
gible. The spirit of medievalism which permeates his work
seems to have slowly waned with the effects of the Catholic
revival which are not particularly discernible in the gen-
eral field of English poetry. There are some poets who
are maintaining the Catholic tradition, but their works are
not particularly discernible in such mystical quality as
will cause them to r'-.nk very high.
There seems to t e a tendency toward departure from the
religious spirit as reflected by the mystical element in
English Catholic poetry. There is a spirit of questioning
and doubting which renders impossible any great expression
of faith. The mind of the world has been so permeated with
materialism and agnosticism that the religious poetry of
today seems to lack the certainty of vision and aspiring
spirit that characterized Thompson and his spiritual mas-
ters of the past ages. There are many poets writing today
who toy with symbols half realizing their signif igance;
there are many of them who strive to reflect through self-
conscious distaste for life, a desire to find spiritual

values. Many of these poets are not able to detect
the pseudo-religious from the poser, and as a result
their -or' reflects an insincerity and lack of vision.
Such writers as Evelyn Underhill, who is a non-Cath-
olic, P. H. Osmond, Theodore Maynard, Padriac Colum, and
many others are making definite efforts to stimulate an
interest in the spiritual side of life as manifested
through the mystical union of the soul with God. 'Uirough
the publication of s ch books as Miss Underbill 1 9 "Mysti-
cism" and "The Mystic "ay". P. H. Osmond's "Mystics of the
Church" % Bean Inge's lectures on Mysticism, Benson's
"Mysticism", Baron Von Hugel's "Myr+ical Element in Religion"
to mention only a few of the thousands of books that have
come to the attention during the past half century. There
has been a very conscious attempt to restore man's con-
sciousness of the nearness of his God. That poetry suc-
ceeds in expressing that resrness only at frequent inter-
vals does not invalidate the claim that the spiritual need
in man U the most universal desire he feels, and that the
history of any period which reflects man's pre-occupat ion
with the merely physical side of his nature also reflects
a starvation of the spiritual side. That has been the fun-
damental implication of this thesis-that any quest for
reality which turns aside from channels other than its spir-
itual values, finds it to be but I blind unsatisfying ideal.

For purposes of this thesis I have considered
only spiritual values as derived from Catholicism.
Admittedly there are other fields of religious ex-
pression inherent in nature of religious belief. Yet
since Catholicism was the guiding spirit of Fr-ncis
Thompson's genius and my jurjose has been t^ trace his
influence on later poets of his Church, I have deemed
it advisable to write, as far as lay Within my power,
from the Catholic view point solely. I km writing
no defence of Catholic poetry; there is no necessity
for doing so. llor feci I any need for explaining my
apparent ignoring of other expressions of Mystical
thought thar Catholic ones. The title of my thesis
seemingly will justify the delimitation of material
which I have made.
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